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Combs Rolls On To Victory In Record Majority
(by Jo Westpheling)
I ALWAYS
At press time today Democratic nominee for GovI IN Tune
ernor Bert T. Combs was headed for an astronomical
AM and FM
WITh you
majority of upwards of 150,000 votes over his Republican opponent John Ftobsion of Louisville.
Heavy voting in every section of the State, coupled
with an unquestionable solidarity among Democrats, Volume Twenty-Eight
brought a -resounding victory to the "little Judge" from
Prestonsburg, in his second bid for the governorship of
Kentucky. He was defeated in 1955 by the encumbent
Governor A. B.(Happy) Chandler.
And sweeping into office by an equally resounding
victory was the entire Democratic ticket for other State
offices. Wilson Wyatt, Combs' running mate, after the
merging of the Combs-Wyatt forces in January of this
year also received an overwhelming vote in the statewide election.
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While sources close to the Democratic headquarters were confident of victory and • sizeable
majority, the mounting majority
has brought about enthusiastic amazement from political experts
all over Kentucky.
What did it?
A combination of circumstances.
First and foremost the tremendous
vote for Bert Combs and Wilson
Wyatt is an indication of faith,
confidence and admiration for a
team who campaigned on • platform of building a greeter Kentucky.
Secondly loyal Democrats.
weary and embarrased at another
bolt of the party by Happy Chandler. joined forces apparently to
make sure that the controversial
political figure will be forever out
of Kentucky's politics. On the
other hand staunch Republicans in
key positions in Eastern Kentucky
bitterly resented Chandler's support terming it "political expediency." and voted Deloeciatic in
support of their area candidate.
And third, thousands of State
employees, fraught with salary assessments for political purposes.
revenge, reprisals, and coercion.
joined the Democratic ticket in
the hope that a valid merit system
- would be enacted that would snake
State employment permanent and
not the folly of politicians.
The First Congressional District,
often termed the Gibraltar of Democracy, came through with Byins colon for its Democratic
nominees, piling up a majority
that wilk go upwards of 40.11110.
The First District, home district
of Harry Lee Waterfleld, debated
primer, eimeklate for Oweernor.
divined all pre-election talk of
party disunity. In every Met DU-

Yes and No Is
Vote On Bonus,
Sheriffs Vote
Fulton and Hickman counties
took different views on the two amendments which appeared on
the ballot yesterday. Fulton Count,' voted in favor of the andmeat that would allow sheriffs to
succeed themselves and gave• resounding "no" to a sales tax for a
veterans bonus.
Hickman County said "no" emphatically to the sheriffs' amendment although it voted in favor of
the sales tax and also voted down
the bonus amendment.
Fulton County: Sheriffs amendment, yes 872; no, 854. Vets bonus. yes. 745; no. 1218.
Hickman County: Sheriffs amendment, yes, 613; no, 1078. Veterans bonus. yes, 895; no, 973.
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, November 5, 1959

Former Congressman John Robison, Jr., Wednesday mornir.g
conceded the victory of Bert
Combs in Kentucky's Gubernatorial election, as his Democratic
opponent's victory margin passed
the 150 thousand mark.
In a statement to United Press
International at 10:05 A. M. C. S.
T. Robison said — and we quote
"The People Had A Choice —
They Made Their Choice, And I
Have No Complaint"
In his statement conceding defeat, Mission says — and again
we quote — "Bert Combs apparently has been elected Governor of
Kentucky and I have wired him
my congratulations.
"I also would like to express
IDY deep sieisciatina te these
wbo voted for our ticket and
worked sio bard for us against
great odds throughout the camWen
"I am especially grateful for the
valiant efforts of those who enabled me to carry my home county of Jefferson in the face of a
60 thousand regisiered Democrat
majority."
Robsion. who lost his Third
Congressional District seat to
Louisville attorney Frank Burke
In the 1958 General Election. says
he has no immediate plans other
than to return to law practice in
Louisville and get some rest after
a hard campaign.

Stanley Hopkins
Joins Whitnel

The hearing is scheduled to
begin at 7:00 p. m.
All persons living in Highlands
who wish to object to moving a
liquor store to that area are
especially urged to be present, to
make themselves heard at the
meeting. and to have their vote
counted and reported to the State
ABC administrator, Mr. Blackstone stated.
Although a hearing on this matter was held a number of weeks
ago following Mr. Blackstone's
denial of a former application, the
State has ordered another due to
Thelma Stovall. State Treasurer; Henry Carter,
Secretary of State; Emerson (Doc) Beauchamp, resubmission of the application of
Commissioner of Agriculture; John Breckinridge,
Atorney General; and Wilson Wyatt, Lieut. Governor.

Local Groups Ask To Help Operation
Of Clothes Bank; ools To Campaign
By Guide Jewell
Back several months ago a small local group of civicminded citizens, headed by a local druggist, C. H. McDaniel, saw the need of a new bank in town — a clothes
bank, that is.
'So, the group went to work and with the help of
newspaper and radio publicity, soon had a big box-car,
furnished by the I. C. Railroad, filled with good clothes,
donated by local citizens and by out-of-town concerns.
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A lady volunteered her services
and the Clothes Bank has been
operating,for several months now
at a three afternoon a week basis
and many needy people have been
issued clothes during that time.
Anyone — men, women or children — in the surrounding area in
need of clothes. may secure them
at tht Clothes Bank, if they contact either C. H. McDaniel, Glenn
Walker, health department officers, school teachers, ministers
or the Welfare workers.
There is no reason for anyone
In this area to go. in need of
proper clothing at any time.
There are plenty of adult
clothes at the Bank, but at prevent
there is a need for children's

Stanley Hopkins of Clinton has
joined the staff of Whitnel Funeral Home here as assistant manager, funeral director and embalmer, according to Win Whitnel.
owner.
Before accepting the local position, Mr. Hopkins was associated
The annual Lions Club minstrel
with the Hopkins. Hopkins and will be held on Monday and TuesBrown Funeral Home of Clinton day nights of next week at 7:30.
--jottings I and Wingo for about eight years. at Carr Auditorium. Admission
Mr. Hopkins took his training will be $1.00 for adults and 35
from
at the Kentucky School of Em- cents for children.
balming at Louisville. He belongs
Mrs. H. N. Strong is the directto the Baptist Church and the or and accompanists are Mrs.
Masonic Lodge. He is a member Martha Logan at the organ and
of the Calvary Chapter of Fulton Mrs. Frank LeMaster at the piano.
and the Mayfield Commandery,
Make your plans now to attend.
No. 49, of Mayfield.
Tickets may be purchased from
Mr. Hopkins and his wife, any Lions Club member.
Frances, have A daughter, Brenda
Some of the old talent to apCarol, 14, who is a sophomore and pear in this year's minstrel will
cheerleader at Hickman County be Charles Gregory, J. C. Suggs,
Tlllman Adams and Vyron MitThe election is all over now and High School,
I'm wishing for the luxury of
Rip Van Winkle — to sleep and
rest for about 20 years. I can't begin to tell you what a wonderful
experience this past year has been
for me, campaigning all over the
State. Today's victory makes my
M
efforts well worth my time and I
am happy that I had the opportunity to work for and with great
Kentuckians like Bert Combs and
G.)
Wilson Wyatt.
C
To all of you who so vigorusly NOTE: Number of Registered Democrats and Resupported Bert Combs and Wilson publicans, by precinct, are noted following each
I6
Wyatt I say "Thank you," in their precinct heading.
behalf. And to those of you who
didn't please know that we have
no time now for bitterness and FOR 00VIZNOR
dissension. We must join together Bert T. Combs
152
125 199
in loyalty and understanding to John M. Robison, Jr.
48
27
49
help this Democratic ticket build
FOR
LIEUTENANT OOTTIIINOR
• greater Kentucky — and with
158
116 204
your help and prayers they will do Wilson W. Wyatt
Pleaz Wm. Mobley
21
41
25
their best.

clothes, especially shoes.
Mr. McDaniel said that the local
school principals have been contacted and asked to have a Clothes
Bank campaign In tae seam& —
asking the students to bring items
of old clothes to school to be contributed to the Bank.
A short time back, the FultonSouth Fulton Business and Professional Woman's Club was asked
to sponsor the Clothes Bank. and
since taking over the worthwhile
project the club president. Mrs.
Nelle Lowe, and a group of &SEM members have been contacting civic organizations, missionary
societies and other groups in an
effort to secure funds to keep the
Bank in operation.
Actually, according to Mr. McDaniel, approximately $750.00 a
year is needed to operate the
Bank. This would include a small
salary for the woman who keeps
the Bank open, rent for the building. and the light and gas bills,
with some money left over for

Lions Club's Annual Minstrel
To Be Presented Monday, Tuesday

lo's

Note Bookl

Number Forty-Four

W. M. Blackstone, Alcoholic Beverage Control administrator for the City of Fulton, announced this week
that another hearing on the application of L. C. Adams
to move his liquor and beer license to Highlands will be
held next Monday night, November 9, at the City Hall
in Fulton.

NEW STATE OFFICIALS: Here are the Democrats
elected to state offices Tuesday - (left to right)s
Bert Combs, Governor; Joe Schneider, State Audi.%
tor; Wendell Butler, Superintendent of Public In.8
struction; Doris Owens, Clerk of Court of Ap

The clothes, wtiich consisted of
for men. women and chil.1 were stored in the building
formerly housing the Fred Bobereon Grocery on State Line and
the Twin-Cities Clothes Bank was
established.

Elsewhere in US $4.00

Another Hearing Scheduled Nov.9
On Highlands Liquor Question

trict county, except in Mr. Waterfield's own Hickman County. the
majority for the Democratic ticket
was beyond expectations. For the
first time in the political history
of the county, two Hickman County precincts, Spring Hill and Clinton 3-13, gave the Republican
candidate a majority. The county
as a whole gave the Democratic
nominees less than two to one majority. The vote in Hickman
County: Combs 1761; Robison 969.
In Fulton County the majority
for the Democratic nominees was
better than four to one. The vote:
Combs 2219; Robison 547.

Robsion Concedes
Election After
Landside Vote

Single Copy, 10c

chell, while the new talent includes David Daniels, Dr. John
Ragsdale, Joe Graves, Jim Huffine, Charles Bowers. Jimmy
Young and Frank LeMaster.
The endmen are Ctiarles Gregory. Shelton Owens, Vyron Mitchell, James Young, Stanley
Jones and Tillman Adams. The
interlocutor is Dr. R. V. Putnam.
The girls chorus is composed of
eight lovely young ladies, four
from Fulton High and four from
South Fulton.
There will be also be several
dance and musical specialty numbers.

Fulton County Voting
November 3, 1959
(Unofficial)

needed shoes.
Mr. McDaniel has contacted the
churches for donations, but as yet
only one has contributed. This
was the First Methodist Church
with $100.00. Two missionary
societies have mailed in $10.00
checks each, and the B&PW club
has agreed to pay $6.00 a month
on the expenses of the Clothes
Bank.
If you head any local group,
which has not contributed to this
worthy cause, why not discuss it
at your next meeting and vote to
give a certain amount of money —
large or small — to the Clothes
Bank. Your money could not be
spent for any other more worthwhile project. Let's all join in and
keep the Clothes Bank open and
filled with good warm clothes, so
that this winter no one in our
community need go without proper clothing. Your checks can be
mailed to C. H. McDaniel or Mrs.
Nelle Lowe.

Dr. W.H.Jolley
Appointed UT
Dental Head
Dr. William H. Jolley, formerly of Fulton, was named acting
dean of the University of Tennessee College of Dentistry to succeed Dr. James T. Ginn. who died
Saturday. Dr. Jolly is the son of
the Rev. C. N. Jolley, former pastor of the First Methodist Church
here.
The appointment was announced by Dr. 0. W. Hyman. UT vicepresident in charge of the Medical
Units in Memphis.
Dr. Jolly, associate professor of
oral medicine and surgery and
clinical director at the College of
Dentistry, joined the staff July 1.
1956, as an assistant professor. He
was promoted to associate professor July 1, 1958.
Dr. Jolly was graduated from
high school in Fulton, before entering college at Lambuth in
Jackson. He later attended the
old West Tennessee State Teachers College (now Memphis State
University). In 1941 he received
his doctor of dental surgery degree from UT.

Council To Speed Work On Creek
Reservoirs Before Dec. 31 Deadline

The Fulton City Council held
its regular meeting for November
on Monday night at the City Hall,
disposed of its business with little delay and adjourned after a
short session lasting an hour and
a half.
Principal matter on the agenda
— and a matter which the council
La following with obvious concern
— is the progress being made toward construction of from three to
five dams on the principal tributaries of Harris Fork Creek.
These dams will create sizeable
reservoirs, controlling seasonal
floodwaters that annually menace
the Fulton business district, and
are generally agreed to be the
only far-reaching method of permanently harnessing Fulton's most
Pendesting emblem.
Joe Davis reported to the council that engineering plans for
three of the five proposed dams
are now being drawn up in Lexington instead of at Mayfield as
originally planned, and this

At the regular monthly meeting of the Fulton-South
Fulton Business and Professional Woman's Club at the
Park Terrace Restaurant Tuesday night, the club voted
to sponsor the "Spirit of Christmas" project.
The local women's club was asked to sponsor the project along with the Twin-Cities Clothes Bank, as the
two work hand-in-hand to help the needy of the FultonSouth Fulton area.
The "Spirit of Christmas" fund
is a year-round project to supply
funds to the needy, for food, fuel,
medical supplies and other personal needs that the Clothes Bank
cannot provide.
The name, "Spirit of Christmas,"
was adopted for this year-round
activity because it best describes
the charitable attitude of the fund
toward those in distress — a
normal Christmas-time effort
which the fund seeks to spread out
through the year.
Shortly, the B&PW members
will distribute two thousand
"Spirit of Christmas" envelopes in
the local area, hoping 4o get $2,000.00 in cash in return, with each
person receiving an envelope contributing $1.00. The money will
be put in a special fund at the
Fulton Bank.
At the meeting the Clothes
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change has caused some delay in
awarding the contracts for the
work, which could prevent their
construction before the end of the
year. The plans and specifications
are expected here by this weekend, however, and the Council agreed to act with utmost dispatch
in obtaining bids, awarding contracts and getting the work started so that a sizeable portion of it
will be underway before December 31st.
Money alloted to the ASC office in Fulton County for this
purpose cannot be retained for the
work unless a "sizeable" portion
of the work is underway by that
time, the Council was advised.
The Council okayed the appointment of Dewey Johnson to assist
the Creek Commetttee in working
with the farmers of the watershed area, helping with the construction of the reservoirs. Mr.
Johnson, who was present at the
Continued On Page Five

B&PW To Sponsor "Spirit Of
Christmas" Fund In Area

pi
SI

Mr. Adams.
Mr. Blackstone has stated emphatically that he has again rejected the application, but is
obligated to conduct a new hearing because the law requires it
when local ABC approval is not
given. "Therefore", he told The
News on Wednesday, "It is of utmost importance that every property owner in Highlands who
wishes to express himself or herself on the matter of locating a
liquor store in that area be present Monday night in order that
their testimony may be heard and
their vote counted and reported.
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Bank was discussed and reports
were made by the committee in
charge of raising funds to be used
in the operation of the Bank.
It was reported that the Methodist Church has donated $100.00;
the Fulton Homemakers, $10.00
and the Episcopal missionary society. $10.00. The B&PW club will
contribute $6.00 a month to the
operation of the Bank.
Others who have promised to
Continued on Page Eight

PLAIN TALE

I

By Bill Ben
"Why do you want to be a
journalist?" bluntly asked the
professor, addressing the class for
the first time that fall quarter. I
had just transferred to the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, and was entering my junior
year. I had not expected this
bluntness.
I remember the day being
rather warm and a little dreary.
The newess of a larger and different place and being away from
home for the first time also had
added to my wide-eyed confusion.
Now I sat in a crowded classroom with strange faces, and for
the first time, entirely journalism
students.
I remembered a few of the answers some of the other students
had given and I felt a sudden
panic. I had transferred from the
Martin Branch and had not decided definately about entering
Journalism until the summer before going to Knoxville.
Then the boy next to me. Dave
Coleman, began telling why he
Contented On Peps Flee

Creek Reservoir Project is making progress
We were most gratified to learn at
Monday night's Fulton City council
meeting that the plans for forming
several important reservoirs on the
tributaries to Harris Fork Creek are
coming along nicely, and that the
only principal stumbling block is getting the dams started before the end
of the year.
The cooperation manifested in this

rSTRICTLY BUSINESS

by hlefeetten

venture between the ASC, the Fulton Mayor and Council, and the landowners concerned has been responsible for whipping this project into
shape in record time.
If the work can get underway on
all reservoir dams before the end of
the year, it is believed that funds will
be appropriated next year for their
speedy completion. We certainly
hope so.

erty owner in Highlands to be present
next Monday night and to make his
wishes known. Since the vote for and
against the application, to be taken
Monday night of the residents at the
meeting, will be recorded and sent
forward to Frankfort for review by
the State ABC Administrator, it is
important for everyone to be present.
We are against opening Highlands
to Liquor stores — and if the area is
opened to one, there will certainly be
more to follow. And once they are
out there and firmly established,
what happens to residential attractiveness of the area?
We can't see a redeeming feature
to the proposed move, and if enough
residents will again register their
protests Monday we are sure it will
be denied in Frankfort.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Funeral

By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
ARE YOU perfectly happy? or are
you still looking for happiness? There
can be no doubt that at one time or
another in your life you attained that
which you believed would make you
happy. When you got what you wanted, were you happy?
The fact is: you want to be perfectly happy, but you are not. How
have you reacted to your disappointments?
IF YOU became cynical, you
blamed things, rather than yourself.
If you were married you said: "If I
had another husband, or another
wife, I would be happy." Or you said:
"If I had another job . ."; or, "If I
visited another night-club, I would be
happy."
In every instance, you made happiness extrinsic to yourself. No wonder YOU were never happy.
THE OTHER reaction to disappointment is much more reasonable. It begins by asking: "Why am I
disappointed?"; and then, "How can
I avoid it?"
Why are you disappointed? Because of the tremendous disproportion between your desires and your
realizations. Your soul has a certain
infinity about it, because it is spiritual. You want life, not for two more
years, but always; you want to know
all truths. You want love without
end.
YOUR unhappiness is not due to
your want of fortune, or high position„ or fame or sufficient vitamins;
it is due not to want of something
outside you, but to a want of something inside you.
If the sun could speak, it would say
that it was happy when shining — for
that is the purpose for which it was
made. You were made for perfect
happiness. That is your purpose. No
wonder everything short of God disappoints you.
ONCE YOU realize that God is
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
a PAUL and JOHANNA M.'WESTPHELING
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"Just a minute there, Fella:kr'

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock—
NOVEMBER 3. 1939
Mrs. Joe Davis was hostess to
her bridge club Tuesday afternoon
at her home on Eddings Streets
Included iè the two tables of
players was one guest, Mrs. G. K.
Underwood.
Mrs. Lois Waterfield of Hazel.
Ky., district manager of Supreme
Forest Woodman Circles. is in
Fulton this week.

Are You Happy?
your end, you are not disappointed.
You begin to see that friendship, the
joys of marriage, the thrill of possession, masterpieces of art and music,
the gold and silver of earth, the industries and the comforts of life, are
all gifts of God.
He dropped them on the roadway
of life, to remind you that if these are
so beautiful, then what must be
Beauty! He intended them to be
bridges to cross over to Him.
LIFE is not a mockery. Disappointments are merely markers on the
road'of life, saying: "Perfect happiness is not here." Though your passions may have been satisfied, you
were never satisfied, because while
your passions can find satisfaction in
this world, you cannot.
Start with your own insufficiency
and begin a search for perfection. Begin with your own emptiness and
seek Him who can rill it.
GOOD TALK
Good talk is like good scenery—
continuous, yet constantly varying,
and full of the charm of novelty and
surprise.
—Randolph S. Bourne
If people would confine their talk
to subjects that are profitable, that
which St. John informs us took place
once in heaven, would happen very
frequently on earth — silence for
the space of half an hour.
—Mary Baker Eddy
The art of conversation consists as
much in listening politely, as in talking agreeably.
—George Atwell
Inject a few raisins of conversation
into the tasteless dough of existence.
—O. Henry
Some people can stay longer in an
hour than others can in a week.
—William Dean Howells
PROGRESS
Every step of progress is a step
more spiritual. —Mary Baker Eddy
Progress is the activity of today
and the assurance of tomorrow.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
I find the great thing in this world
is not so much where we stand, as in
what direction we are moving.
—Oliver Wendell Holmes
All that is human must retrograde
if it does not advance.
—Edward Gibbon
Every age has its problem, by solving which, humanity is helped forward.
—H. Heine
Mankind never loses any good
thing, physical, intellectual, or moral
till it finds a better, and then the loss
is a gain.
—Theodore Parker

Robert Eugene Fritz and James
Earl Harris of Michigan pleaded
guilty in Federal Court at Padurecently to transporting a
cah
Bill Btirnette caught a pass from
Dyersburg, 'Tenn..
Joe Bennett for a 35-yard touch- stolen car from
were given 18
down play in the last quarter hare to Fulton and
in the penitentiary.
Thursday night to give Fulton a months each
19-13 victory over arch-rival
Rend the Asseklied Ads
South Fulton.
Burnette scored all three of the
Bulldogs touchdowns and the only
extra point. The final touchdown
broke a 13-13 tie.
Burnett. scored first in the find
quarter on a sixyard play. Aaron
Hawks tied it for South Fulton
with a one yard plunge in the
third quarter. then Donald Parch"It COSTS NO MORE
man put South Fulton ahead with
a rush for the extra point.
HAVE THE BEST"
TO
Burnette's second touchdown put
the Bulldogs ahead again, and he
plunged for the extra point to We Have Funeral Services in
Price Ranges to Fit Your
make the score 13-7. South Fulton
Financial Circumstances.
tied it with a pass from Richard
You Will Not Find Prices More
label to John Hughes.
Reasonable _Anywhere in
South Fulton
0 0 7 6-13
this Area.
Fulton
6 0 0 13-19

WHITNEL

Register your protest against liquor in Highlands
All citizens of The Highlands who
are opposed to the location of a liquor
store in their area are again being
asked to attend a hearing on this matter next Monday night at the Fulton
city hall.
The second hearing is required of
the local ABC admMistrator, even
though he has already held a previous
hearing on this matter and has recommended denial of an application for
the area.
We suspect that there have been no
changes of heart in this matter at all,
certainly not on our part nor on the
part of our neighbors in Highlands
who wish to keep the area alcoholfree. However, the State has required
a re-processing of the application, and
thus another hearing is nececsary.
We urge every family, every prop-

PLEADS GUILTY

Bulldogs Defeat
South Fulton

Mrs. Evelyn Powell and Raymond Blalock, both of Fulton,
were married Friday evening, Oct.
27, by Esq. S. A. McDade at his
home on East State Line.
Mrs. J. L. McClain was hostess
to the Tuesday afternoon Bunco

Kentucky

Club of Futon this week at her
home in Union City.
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the Baptist W. M. U. held their
regular meeting Monday night at
the home of Miss Helen Tyler on
West Street, with Mrs. Cecile
Arnold. co-hostess.
Miss Anne Murrell Whitnel.
student in Murray State College,
spent the weekend with her parents here.
E. B. Scarbrough of Memphis
spent Sunday with friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Plott of
DuQuoin, Ill., spent the weekend
with the latter's father, T. M.
Exum on Maple Avenue.

Windage

By P. W.
In left numlars Cessiar-Jeursal was this hateraMing WI of Kanlucky Idshary Mali* with the
encodes of sheriffs escseeding
themselves, sad brow in Kentucky
suck a law ever get on the beets
In the first place:

of a jet plane breaking the Mond
barrier may scare the dickens out
of you, but it won't hurt you.
'`That's the gist of a message
being circulated by information
officers of the Duluth Air Defense
Sector to calm the nerves and the
tempers of persons startled by the
sudden blast of a sonic boom.

"The question of limiting Kentucky sheriffs to one term dates
from 1888. In that year, James W.
"Complaints have been made
"Honest Dick" Tate, State treasagainst the Air Force—some justiurer for 21 years, absconded with
fied, some ridiculous — about the
all the public money within his
results of sonic booms," the stateat
tabbed
officially
loss
reach, a
ment said.
9247,028.50.
"It conceded that a sonic boom
"Honest Dick Tate never again
may shatter a window or two—
was seen in Kentucky. His flight
but only if the pane is loose or
seems to have been via Louisville, improperly installed in the
first
Cincinnati. British columbia, place.
CaliJapan.
Japan, China, back to
"The Air Force listed the folfornia and. finally, to Braze', lowing things which it said a
sonic
where he probably remained until
boom cannot do:
death.
"The State was still groggy
"Crack foundation walls or
pavements; crack plaster walls
from the scandal when the framConstitution
Installed according to building
ers of the present
convened in 1890. With Honest codes; cause roofs to buckle or
Dick in mind, the delegates crack; cause any structural dampromptly limited all state-wide
age (except in the case of imofficials to one term. That is why. properly installed windowpanes or
constitutional
to this day, the nine
doors), or cause personal injury or
State officers cannot succeed
damage to livestock."
themselves.
In the same edition, the follow"Because the sheriff also was
the County tax collector, the dele- ing abort article appeared on page
gates limited him to one term. gee:
too. In contrast, they permitted all
Ottawa. Canada,fact. 31 (AP)—
other County officials to have inThe opening of tke $3,000,000 Updefinite succession.
lands Abp0a t passenger terminal
"The sheriff, of course, is still
here has been delayed until spring
the County tax collector. But because of heavr-damage taused
modern modes of auditing, superby a jet's breaking the sound barvision by the State, and the rier.
guarantee of bonded protection all
"A United States test pilot
but prevent a repetition of the
broke the sound barrier in a lowTate absconsion.
level pass over the airport while
"Only three other states limit demonstrating an FI04 Starfighter
term—Illinois,
one
sheriffs to
last August. The sonic boom broke
West Virginia, and Mississippi."
several thousand windows, ceilings sagged, and doors were jarred
While I don't know about Il- loose. Damage then was estimated
linois and West Virginia Sheriffs, at $100,00. Serious structural damI did know a little something
age was found later."
about SOME Mississippi sheriff",
and the reason they can't serve
Revival Meeting Being
but one term is possibly purely
humanitarian: "share the wealth."
Held At Local Church
A Mississippi sheriff with yen for
The Assembly of God church of
making money in this allegedly
103 South Taylor street, South
"dry" state can make enough off
of licensed bootlegging in four Fulton, is featuring Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Snatir in an evangelistic
years to retire. I lived down there
series, which begun Monday and
once, and it was the most absurd
wil continue through Sunday
situation I ever saw.
night at 7:30 each evening.
hich - page - did - you
Mr. Snow. who is the son of
read Deer:
the famed cowboy singer, Hank
The following article appeared
Snow, with his wife, are being
In a weekend edition of a metroheard in a speEial song each evenhereabouts
on
Patten newspaver
ing.
an inside page:
George Hutchison is pastor of
the church.
Duluth. Minn.(UP)—The sound

WCMES Sells
Revenue Bonds
Revenue bonds totalling $200.000 were sold by the Weakley
County Municival Electric System
at its regular meeting last week.
The bonds were sold to the J. C.
Bradford Company of Nashville,
the low bidder with a figure of 3.9989 percent interest. Maturing
date of the bonds is 1961 through
1967.
Brooks Crockett. WCMES sup
erintendent, said that funds from
the bonds are to be used to enable WCMES to construct a distribution system for South Fulton.
Mr. Crockett added that there are
900 customers for the system at
the present time.
Four sealed bids were opened at
the meeting. The unsuccessful
bidders were C. H. Little Compapip,of Jackson, Equitable Securities Company of Nashville,
and Lynch. Pierce, Fenner, and
Smith of Memphis. Bids of these
three companies were all at rates
over 4 percent, Mr. Crockett said.
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CREDIT ON TENN.
BURIAL POLICIES
"When You Call Us
To Serve You"
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Cadillac Ambulance Service

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON
4
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Dewey Johnson
A.I/ types of humarance

Two From Fulton
Receive Degree
Rev. Edward Tarrant and Eugene Intindola, both of Fulton and
members of the Knights of Columbus Council 3827. received the
Fourth Degree of the Order on
October 24th in Nashville.
Council 38371* made up of members from Ittelunan, Fulton, Martin and Union City. Other menthe?* at the local council who
received the Fourth degree included C. A. and Hugh Lattus of
Hickman. and Joe Raspa, Martin.
The Council's quarterly Communion breakfast was held at
Fulton on Sunday. November 1st.
Breakfast followed 9 o'clock
Mass at St. Edwards church here,
and was served at the Derby Cate.

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Crowbar everydiar
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Fatima. Ky.
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ANDREWS
Jewelry Camper/

The Council's next monthly
meeting will be held In the rectory
of the Immaculate Conception
church in Union City at 7:30 p. m.
on Wednesday, November 11th.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS •
EASIER
NEW
HOMEUTE

FARMERS
Try the New Chain Saw
Champ...the NEW

HOME LITE

only

$15350
Complift ALL F*Awry

• direct drive
• outs 16' trees In 16 seconds
• fells trees up to 3 Nit
In diameter
. Weighs only 19 pounds
(less bar and chain)

Barnette
Tractor Company
Phone 169
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Barnette Trader Co.
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A short wool incentive price of
62 cabs per pound and a mohair
support price of 70 cents per
pound were announced today by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture for the 1960 Marketing Year
which begins April 1, 1960.
The 1060 prices are the same as
for the first five years of the program running from 1955 through
the 1959 marketing years.
The shorn wool incentive price

DUTCH MII I. MOTEL
-

is established under provisions of
the National Wool Act of 1954
which directs the Secrilitary of
Agriculture to take into consideration prices paid and other
cost conditions affecting sheep
production in determining a support price that will encourage an
annual production of 300 million
pounds of shorn wool. The law also limits the amounts available for
making payments to 70 percent of
the duties collected on imports of
wool and wool manufactures since
January 1, 1953.
Yearly production of shorn
wool is moving toward the 300million pound goal set by the law.
Estimated 1959 production is 252
million pounds. the highest since
1946, and compares to 234 million
pounds in 1955, the first year of
the wool payment program. Stock
sheep numbers increased 3 percent during 1957 and 4 percent
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SILVER LABEL
"Your Bright Buy in
Light Bourbon!"

Bobby Williams of Mayfield
POINTS OF INTEREST
was injured, but not seriously, in
Points
of interest at Danville,
an accident on Highway 94 in
Ky., include Centre College, Cot)Willingham Bottom, Thursday
istitution Square, where °amenmorning shortly before 11.
bons leading to statehood were
The accident occurred when he held; house where Dr. Ephraim
lost control of the truck he was McDowell performed the world's
driving, left the highway and first ovarian operation; and hornm
overturned in a field.
of Isaac Shelby, Kentucky's first
Mr. Williams was brought to governor.

PARTNERS IN PROGRESS

HURRY...

Kentucky Leads Nation In Farm-City
Week Activities Week Set For Nov. 20-26
Hundreds of Kentucky communities are busy making plans
for the 5th annual observance of
Farm-City Week, which is scheduled for November 20-26. Lccal
committees have been set up in
nearly 90 counties for this year's
observance, and 20 district chairmen are working with these committees in planning special tours,
dinners, parades, exhibits, and
many other types of activities designed to create a better understanding between farm and city
people.
J. 0. Matlick, chairman of the
Kentucky Farm-City Committee,
released this statement in announcing this year's week of activities: "We are all proud of the
fact that for most of the five
years the National Farm-City
Week has been observed. Kentucky has provided much of the
leadership in the development of
this important national movement.
We believe that no other state can
match the intensity of our efforts

here in building understanding
and a spirit of working together
between our farm and city people. And most important, we can
see these efforts paying off. Our
motto of "Partners In Progress" is
becoming more meaningful each
year."
Burl S. St. Clair, president of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, and vice-chairman for agriculture of the Kentucky FarmCity Committee, has this to say:
"Farm people are becoming more
conscious all the time of the fact
that they are greatly dependent
upon goods and services provided
by city people; and at the same
time, we want our city cousins to
know how important agriculture
is to the overall economy of the
state and to the welfare of all."

Forty people were in attendance
at the county kick-off meeting at
the Soil Test program to run from
November 1 through March 1.
19110.

The Fulton and South Fulton
Police Departments report that
this Halloween, Saturday, Oct 31,
was the quietest Halloween on
record, with no property damages reported.
The Fulton Police Deparbnent
report no arrests over the weekend, While South Fulton had six,
four public drunkeness cases. one
DWI, and one charged with boot-

/VENTS COMING UP IN
111US NW FUTURE
,A*400._ Nr=a1111WANI
- 930 a.
ThuT9011.
m. - 3:00 p. m. — Dirbict Community club judging in Obion
County.
Thursday night, November 12 700 p. m. — Membership meeting Obion County Fair Association. Courtroom, Courthouse,
Union City.
Saturday, November 14 —
County 4-H Achievement Day.
Saturday, November 14 —
County Election, Soil Conservation District Supervisors.

Police Report
Quiet Halloween

Pete Gray of West State Line
was arrested Friday night on a
DWI charge and was tried in city
court Saturday morning. He was
fined $89.00.
Lonnie Daniels, colored. of South
Fulton was arrested Sunday on a
bootlegging charge and was fined
$33.00 in city court Monday morning.

•
•
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New
Telephone Directory
Closes Soon
Last CoR fan
Additional Listings
Changed Listings
Ads in the Yellow Pages
Don't Wait! Call our 13usinees Office right away
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Businem Moe without do.
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used buying guide —YelPOWS
low Pages.
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Fulton Hospital in a Whitnel
ambulance. Pete's wrecker was
called to tow the wrecked truck
Into town.

Mayfield Man
Injured In Wreck
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Farm-City Week, to be observed
November 20-26, has been kickedoff here in ()Won County by a
presentation at the Fulton, Kenucky (includes many members in
South Fulton, Tennessee) Rotary
Club last Tuesday. The income
received by farmers was presented
and estimated to be around 12
mithon for 1959. The change that
has taken place in Obion County
Agriculture since 1940 was discussed, then some figures on the
farms cost-price squeeze. It was
pointed out that the American
farmer now received only 37 cents
of the consumers dollar spent for
his products.
Many more events are planned
within the next month for FarmCity Week. Hunter Miller, Farm
Representative for Old & Third
National Bank of Union City is
county chairman.
District Plant to Prosper judging war completed last week here.
Entries were judged in the landowners. tenant and garden divisions.
County community club judging was completed last week here.
Winning Communities: Division
II, for communities that have not
won the county contest within the
past 5 years; 1st Shady Grove, 2nd
Pierce-Harris, 3rd Wolverine and
4th Pleasant Valley; and Division
I for communities that have won
the county contest within the past
5 years; lit Class - Mt. Moriah
and End GentraL
A new county beef herd was
started on performance testing
last week. The bard is owned by
Dr. R. G. Latimer, Jr. and Faye
Holt and located war Mason HalL

411111111111111111111111111ft

hems US

Pews,

Many acres of soybeans combined last week. Fields still too
wet for heavy machinery in many
fields. Labor still scarce for cotton picking.
About 70 percent of the cotton
has been harvested, 70 percent of
the corn, and 75 percent of the
soybeans.
Eight mechanical cotton pickers are now overating in Obion
County, all are doing custom
work. Next year it is estimated
that over 50 percent of the cotton
in Obion County will be machine
picked.
More land has been seeded in
small grain following row crops
than in previous yesrs.
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The first and the latest—the 191t and the 1960 Cherrold. Ti' progress represented here is the result of continuing efforts to make your new Cherrolet always more beautiful, more useful and more valuable in every respect.
You belong to the largest family of
owners in the automotive world.
We hope you're proud of that. It
must give you great satisfaction to
know that your judgment in choosing
Chevrolet has been confirmed by so
many other people.
We know that we can hold your
preference and your loyalty only by
meeting our responsibilities to you
fully and completely from the day
you buy your Chevrolet to the day
you trade it in. And so we'd like to
talk with you about our responsibilities as we see them, and what
we are doing to meet them.
Our first responsibility, we think,
I.clear: To design and build products
that satisfy your needs and your
wants to the highest possible degree.
To that end, we have done these
things for 1960:
Made the 1960 Chevrolet more eco-

nomical, roomier, more quiet aersi comfortable, easier to handle wed asaileuirsr.
Introduced the compact and revolutionary Corwin.. Produced a new line
of Chevrolet trucks with unprecedented
adranees in efficiency, cargo handling,
driver comfort and ability to get a job
done.
But it isn't enough to design and
build the kinds of products you want.
They must be built right. Solidly.
Carefully.
Let us assure you of this: Chevrolet's fine reputation as a solid, weUbuilt, dependable product is being safeguarded by more checks and inspections
and tests, than ever before.
Along with your Chevrolet dealer,
we want you to have available the
finest and most complete eerviCe
facilitiea. That is why we: Conduct
training schools for Chevrolet dealer
mechanics. Study and recommend ins-

proved service equipment and techniques. Maintain the industry's most
complete parts warehouse system.
Finally, neither Chevrolet nor your
Chevrolet dealer has any intention
of forgetting you after you buy. To
help keep you happy with your Chevrolet, we have established a department new to us, and so far as we
know, new to the automobile industry. This is the Chevrolet Department
of Owner Relations, whose only job is
(lie coordination of Chevrolet and Chevrolet dealer activities so that you enjoy
utmost satisfaction during your entire
period of ownership. Through this
department, and through all the
other extraordinary steps we are
taking, Chevrolet and your Chevrolet dealer hope to keep you a happy
member of the Chevrolet owner
family.

A Special Message from Chevrolet and Your Local Authorized Chevrokt Dealer

NM WOO Nouns

ar.ores.....

"Where Perfection of Product is Tradition"

tor Co.
Phone 169

(Demmer. Distilleries Co.. Louisville. Kentucky

—Plus Cartoon—
"Short Snort
On Sports"

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

John Knighton TVA Electricity Bills Will Be
Dies Wednesday Paid Each Month it City Hall
John Edward Knighton of 312
Forrestdale, South Fulton, died
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock
at his hone, after being ill for
eight years. He was 79.
Mr. Knighton was born Aug. 22,
1880 in Georgia, but had lived
here many years. He was a farmer until he retired and moved to
South Fulton. He was the son of
J. A. and Minnie Flack Knighton.
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Maude
Thomas; a son, Glynn Knighton
of Colorado Springs, Colo.; and
two daughters, Mrs. Paul Wade of
Fulton and Miss Mildred Knighton of Memphis; three sisters,
Mrs. Frank McCrorey of Houston,
Texas, Mrs. Harley Veal of Sedalia. Mo.. and Mrs. Arthur Groves
of Colorado Springs. Colo.; and
five grandchildren, Paul, Wendell,
and Larry Wade and David and
Edward Knighton.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete.
The body is at Hornbeak Funeral Home.

Tourists are beginning to learn of and talk about the
friendliness of Fulton people. And this is good!
Recently, Mrs. A. B. Phelps, principal of Beelerton
School, and her husband were having dinner at the
Derby. She saw a lady, who was a stranger in town,
eating alone. Mrs. Phelps thought the woman looked
lonely and went over and spoke to her. They had a nice
chat.
The woman, who lives on a small island off the West
Coast of Florida, with an invalid sister, had been to
visit relatives and was enroute home. Her sister was unable to leave their motel for dinner, so she was eating
alone.
On Tuesday of this week Mrs. Phelps received a card Mrs. Rushing Falls
from the Florida lady, thanking her for her friendliness.

Brooks Crockett, superintendent
of the Weakley County Municipal
System of Martin. appeared before the South Fulton City Council Monday night, asking that collections be made at the city hall
for the TVA electricity bills each
month. Mr. Crockett said that
WCMES would pay 10 cents per
customer for the work done.
There are 39 homes and one
restaurant in South Fulton being
serviced by TVA power at the
present time, and approximately
50 more will be hooked up in the
Connaughton Sub-Division for TVA power during the next two
weeks.
When the WCMES project of
converting the City of South Fulton from KU electrical power to
TVA power is completed, WCMES
will have approximately 900 customers, Mr. Crockett said.
Approximately 20 to 25 poles
have been set in the Covington
Sub-Division during the past
week.
Residents of South Fulton receiving TVA power will receive
bills on the 10th of each month.
WCMES will install a small
radio at the South Fulton city hall
so that the office here can contact the WCMES office direct at
Martin, Mr. Crockett said,
There will be a WCMES serviceman making his home in Ful-

ton and later there will be an inspector here.
At the council meeting Monday
night it was announced that South
Fulton must have its application
In by March 1 for a federal grant
to build a new sewage system in
South Fulton. The system will be
used by the City of Fulton also.
The council voted to make application immediately.

HOSPITAL NEWS
On Wednesday morning to.
following were patients in the
local hospitals:
JONES HOSP/TAL:
Tom Arrington, Mrs. W. 0.
Locke, J. J. Ethridge, Fulton;
Mrs. Ronald Coffman, Fulton
Route 3; Amos Ward, CUnton
Route 2; Mrs. W. T. Edward,
Water Valley; and W. C. Ladd,
Trenton. Tenn.
HILLVIEW noerrrat..:
Carl Wolfe, Mrs. Maggie Wadlington. James Fulcher, Mrs.
Wells Austin, Mrs. Joseph Leegett, Mrs. Larry Carter„ Miss
Mary Moss Hales, and Odessa
Haley, Fulton; Aaron Hawks,
South Fulton; Mrs. A. C. Bell,
Dukedom; Mrs. R. L. Brasfield,
Route 4; Eugene
Hickman
Moody, Wingo Route 1; and
John Pate, Union City.
FULTON HOSPITAL:
Mrs. Fred Evans, Fulton, Mrs.
b a b y,
and
Moore
Kenneth
Clinton, Route 2, Mrs. Will
Montgomery, Clinton, Mrs. Herman Grissom, Fulton, Route 5,
Mrs. Royce Boyd, Columbus,
Mrs. Roy Latta. Water Valley,
Mrs. L. M. Milner. Fulton,
Route IL Mrs. Joe Linker and
baby, Union City, Route 4.
Mrs. Tommy Rose, Martin,
Peggy Reams, Fulton. Mrs, Ray
Boyd, Water Valley, Route 2.
Jimmy McGowan, Fulton, Route
I. Larry Walker, Clinton, Route
1, Mrs. Lehrnon Boulton, Fulton,
Martin,
Nunley,
Faye
Zone
Artis Henderson, Fulton, James
Ware, Fulton.
Emual Bruner, Fulton, Route
5, Mrs. Nola Barber. Fulton,
Route 5, Alton Bugg, Clinton,
Route 3, Mrs. Cora Sublette,
Clinton, George Golden. Clinton.
Route I. Audrey Whitlock, Wingo, Route I. Morgan Davidson,
Fulton, Route 1, Willie Starks.
Fulton, Mrs. Mike Fry. Fulton.
Mrs. Mary Trees, South Fut.
ton.
Mrs. E. H. Hindman, Clinton
Route 1. Mr. Edd Trields, Dukedom.
Mrs. Arista Laffoon, Water Valley Route 2; Mrs. James Cruce,
Fulton Route 3.

Everyone is cordially invited to
attend a "Veteran's Day Program,"
sponsored by the American Legion
Post No. 94, Dresden, Tennessee
on Noveber 11, honoring all veterans and their families. "We believe that it behooves all veterans
to pay tribute to their comrades
in arms and particular tribute to
our comrades who mad* the
supreme sacrificer. This is the reason we are asking for your cooperation and participation in this
program," said R. L. PdcNatt.

A street problem in the Burcham Sub-Division was discussed.
It seems that when it rains water
flows off of the yards into the
street causing ditches in the
street. It was the opinion of the
This program will consist of a
council that a ditch is needed along the street. The council also parade which will begin promptly
discussed a blocked ditch at the at 10:15 A. M. The speaker for
this occasion will be the HonorRoss home.
able Andrew T. (Tip) Taylor. The
J. T. Hale of Mayfield. who speaking will begin at 11 o'clock.
Connaughton
the
owns 10 lots in
American Legion Post No. 94
Sub-Division No. 2, appeared before the council asking that his will feed all veterans and their
tax assessment be lowered. Mr. guests the noon meal at the Legion
Hale had been assessed $500 a lot, home immediately after the conwhile others were assessed only clusion of the program.
$250 per lot. The council voted to
The following units will partilower Mr. Hale's taxes to the cipate in this parade and a formal
same as the others.
order of march will be submitted
It was announced at the meet- to each participating unit —
ing that E. W. James of Union colors, Dresden high school stuCity and Hickman is considering dents, Dresden Elementary school
building a super market in South students. Post No. 94 Legion car,
Fulton on the I. M. Jones prop- all American Legion posts. DAV,
erty on the Martin Highway.
American Legion junior auxiliary,
Girl Scout troop, Brownie Scout
troop, Boy Scout troop. Cub Scout
troop. ROTC Band, ROTC marching unit, Dresden saddle club, the
Fulton 40 dr 8 engine commanded by Tolbert Dallas. the 1916
Norman Terry.
model T Ford of R. L.. McNatt,
• Committees on arrangements and other units.
are: Mrs. D. C. Thacker, Mrs. Clint
Reeds, Mrs. Ray Graham, Mrs.
Roy Latta. and Mrs. Leon Brow- C. J. Bowers Falls.
der.
Breaks Hip Wednesday
Hostesses for the afternoon will
be Mrs. Roy Latta. Mrs. Serens
C. J. Bowers of Fourth Street,
Elliott. Mrs. J. C. Hancock, Mrs. who served many years as MagiC L. Drysdale, Mrs. Ira Little, strate here, fell at his home WedMrs. John Earle and Mrs. W. S. nesday morning and broke his
Atkins.
hip. He was first taken to Fulton
As is the custom, the Garden Hospital. t hen transferred to
Department will present ribbons Campbell's Clinic in Memphis in
to the wbiners in the various a Hornbeak ambulance.
flowers and fruit and vegetable
arrangements.

Mrs. Lorene Rushing, an emmy Jones,
OK-Parisian
the
of
Mr. and Ms. Cardwell entertain- ployee
ed the Ole Miss students Saturday Laundry, fell recently while at
work and broke her hip. She
evening.
is a patient in thhe Jacksonin
Hospital
County
Mrs. George Smith, wife of the Madison
Ferry-Morse general manager re- Jackson.
turned from Michigan last Friday
where she recently underwent an E. Wolberton are accompaning his
operation. She took off again grandmother, Mrs. Docia Teal. to
the
for
awarded
were
Prizes
today by plane to Arizona to Norman. Oklahoma, to visit Mrs.
best costumes. Darrell Perry, attend her daughter's wedding. Teal's sister, Mrs. G. C. Bard.
dressed as a tramp, and Gary From there she is then planning to Buddy and Susan Wolberton are
The Garden Department of the
Parker, dressed as an old wom- fly to Washington for the birth of also, going with them.
Woman's Club will be host to the
an, took the prizes for the Cub a
grandchild.
Rushton, Miss November 6 meeting of the WomMrs. Hugh
Scouts. James Fuller won the
Mary Kate Pewitt of South an's Club Friday afternoon at
Mrs.
and
men
the
for
first prize
Mrs. Norman L. Davis will leave Fulton, Mr, and Mrs. Herbert three o'clock at the club home.
Randall Burcham was the prize
Nov. 20 to spend two weeks in Hardy and Mrs. Sam West of
winner for the women.
As is the custom, the Garden
Milford, Mich., with her parents. Union City spent Tuesday in
Department will present its anA Cub Scout film was shown She will also visit her daughter, Memphis.
nual flower exhibit with ribbons
during the evening. Cubmaster Mrs. George Zavasiak, Mr. Zavbeing presented the winners in the
102 asiak and their new son.
Scates presented
Bobby
The Cuba OES chapter met
various flower, fruit and vegebadges to the Cubs.
Tuesday night at the chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Jewell and hall with the following officers table arrangements.
Refreshments of cookies and
All enties in the show must be
(hutla attended a surprise birth- present: Barbara Wheeler, Hardrinks were served.
day dinner for A. L. Gunter in din Alderdice, Aleen Lowery, In the clubhouse by 11 a. m. Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Allen of Parts. Sunday. Monday Mr. and Dessie
Jones,
Coltharp, Ella
Mrs. Arch Huddleston will be
Fulton were the guests of honor Mrs. Cecil Landuyt and children Majorie Keel, Hilda McGuire,
at a reception given in Fellow- of St. Louis visited in the Jewell Willie Pearl Morris, Minnie the guest speaker on the program
and will present a book review.
ship Hall from 2:30 to 4:30 Sun- home.
Armstrong and Dixie Alderdice.
She will be introduced by Mrs. Jack Foy Hal Heart
day afternoon in observance of
Others present were Cortiz
Mrs. Ruth Scott of Fulton and Harding, Vestal Coltharp, Paultheir golden wedding anniverAttack Recently
atCity
Union
of
Fox
Doris
Mrs.
McKendree,
U.
J.
sary. Mrs.
ine Harding, Mae Taylor, A. G.
Ellis
at
School
Design
a
Mrs. J. A. Hemphill and Mrs. tended
"7k Foy, owner of Toy's
Hart and Mae Hart.
Robert D. Fry were hosts for Auditorium, in Memphis •Sunday.
Tourist Court, is a patient in the
The chapter will have a rumAU florists in the area were in- mage sale on Nov. 6 and 7 at
the occasion.
Veterans. Hospital in Memphis,
Mrs. Hemphill, assisted by J. vited to attend and the public was the Sawyer's building on East
after suffering a heart attack
A. Hemphill and J. U. McKen- Invited to see the beautiful dis- Fourth Street.
recently.
dree greeted the guests upon playsJack was due to be brought
The group's Christmas party
arrival. Mrs. McKendree and
home from the hospital Wedneswill be on Dec. 12 at the chapIll.,
Decatiir,
Bill Chapman of
Mrs. Guy Irby received with Mr.
day.
ter hall.
The Fulton Jaicettes will sponformer Fulton newspaperman.
and Mrs. Allen.
Sat
on
dance
Roll
and
Rock
a
sor
Mrs. Robert Fry, assisted by visited at the News office TuesMr. and Mrs. M. F. Riggs of
lirdaY night, Nov. 28, at the JayMrs. H. M. Latta, Miss Carroll day.
Dresden, Mrs. Hubert Jackson cees club rooms on Lake Street.
Fry, Miss Martha Kay Hempof Dukedom, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The dance is being held priMrs. Homer Wilson and Mrs. LeMaster of Fulton, Gus White
hill and Joe William Fry, sermarily for the teenagers. but parBell
Southern
ved punch, cookies and mints Bob McKnight,
of Union City, Bill Looney of ents and other adults are invited
a table overlaid with business office employes, were Paris, and Eddie Thompson and
from
THE NEWS welcomes eeriewhite. The wedding cake of hostesses to an open house for the Joe Adams of Newbern attend- to attend. Admission will be 50 skies bean its renders. Desk
white with gold was placed in telephone employes, honor ing ed the National Funeral Direct- cents each.
Music will be furnished by the Items ssm! be eklied but
the center with an arrangement Harold Wiley, local manager anh ors' convention in St. Louis remime will be mumillel from
Trio, a local group of
Ken-Tenn
busithe
et
Friday
on
wife,
of bronze mums to the right his
cently.
publkation If requesisd.
musicians.
young
and burning tapers in a multiple ness office.
There will be a concession stand
The Pierce-Harris Community
The Wileys are moving to Pabrass candelabra.
Fulton. Ky.
Mrs. E. H. Knighton was at ducah in the near future, where Club met Wednesday in the home selling hot dogs and cold drinks.
The Jaycettes are setting up a
the register which held an ar- he was recently promoted and of Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Allen. Mrs.
Editors, The NEWS:
rangement of gold chrysanthe- transferred. He began his duties Earl Thorpe opened the meeting set of rules for the dance to inContinuing the current effort of
rules
"no
The
clude
drinking."
1.
the
with
the
of
November
reading
creed.
club
mums and a white and gold pen there
Ruby Griffin led the group in will be published in next week's thanking those residents who are
tied with gold ribbon.
contributing to the beautifying of
issue of the News.
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Mrs. singing "Dixie."
Over 200 guests called during
The Jaycettes will also sponsor our community, I would like to
Mrs. Oscar Faulkner gave the
Jewell McClain spent Wednesday
the afternoon.
and Thursday ii Jackson attend- devotional from Corinthians I, a bake sale at the Fulton Bank on address this note to thaw residents of the new street in the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones ing a meeting and visiting with Chapter 13. Mrs. Clara Dedmon Wednesday, Nov. 25.
Country Club Court on Henderled the prayer. Members answered
entertained with a dinner at their Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hamlett.
son drive.
the roll call, quoting a Bible
home Friday evening.
We are all grateful to you for
Lawrence Holland, Fulton verse.
Guests were Mrs. Max Mcthe lovely homes, lawns and beauMiss Cora Livingston discussed
Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Richard school superintendent, and his
tiful landscaping of the drive, and
Cardwell, Johnnie Jones, their wife are going to visit her cousin, kitchen cabinet storage and space
congratulate the residents for
son home from Ole Miss and a Mrs. C. T. Hooper, in Brownsville, savers, and handed out books on
A very important meeting of all erecting the large brick columns
group of his buddies at college, Tennesee. over the Thanksgiving "Plan Your Kitchen to Save Time.
Donnie McKnight, Frankie Card- holiday. While they are there Mr. Steps, and Energy" and "Inviting retail merchants will be held at the street entrance. The resiThursday, Nov. 5, at 2 p. m. at dents who donated these columns
well, Bill Collins of New York, Holland plans to do some quail Table for Family Meals."
Include Herbie Hunt, Gene HatA lunch was served to 27 mem- the KU auditorium.
Bob Stegel of California, Richard hunting.
Some of the things to be dis- field. Brooks Henderson, Alex
Cardwell, Gordon Jones and TomThis weekend Mr. and Mrs. C. bers and two visitors. Sunshine
cussed will be night opening be- Leneave, Bill Rice, Billy Hornre
gifts were exchanged.
The November meeting will be fore Christmas, and holiday clos- and Glen Veneklasen. I think the
held as a Craft Day in the home ing. It is hoped that there will be columns are attractive and outof Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dedrnon. • large attendance.
standing.

people,
two - hundred
Over
most of them dressed in gay
Halloween garb, turned out for
Cub Pack 40's annual Halloween party Friday night at the
South Fulton cafeteria. Those attending included the Cubs, leadera and parents, and a gala eventug was enjoyed by all,
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THE WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
a/04MM FOR OFFICE, SCHOOL OR HOME
Takes Pleasure In Announcing

Powerfv4 13 lb Grip. 111111

c Fri.-Sat. Only 79c
This Certificate Is Worth $4.21 /

That

This certificate and 79e entitles the bearer to one of our genuine indestructible PRESSURE
FILLER FOUNTAIN PENS. INSTANT TOUCH WRITING! NO MORE LEAKING! NO
MORE SHAKING! A lifetime Guarantee with each pen. One size only for lades, men, boys,
and girls. Assorted Colors!

MR. STANLEY HOPKINS

The Pen With a Lifetime Guarantee

has joined its staff as assistant manager,
Funeral Director and Embalmer
• • • • • •
Telephone OS

Sticks t• Steel.
unbreakable Satiety Ine
Led 14•44.

Reg. 1.49

GIANT 600 YARD BALL
MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON

NEW DELUXE STREAMLINE PEN
This pea holds 200% more ink than any ordinary pen on the market You can write for
three months on one filling! No repair bills. Every pen tested and guaranteed to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOW. THIS PEN CARRIES a factory Guarantee. THIS PEN GIVEN
FREE if you buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS. This certificate good only
during advertising sale.
WM I PENS TO
RACR CERTIFICATE

448 Eddlngs Street

—Arr.

Allogo•Ntod lif•time

The Perfect Pen for Students
ADD 10c FOR MAIL ORDERS

Buy Now While Available!

Reg. 49c

Tula PIN WILL BR
$em mat SAL,

City Drag Co.; 408 Lake Si'

Cadillac Ambulance Service; oxygen equipped

270

Whit* Only

BALDRIDGE'S11
5 - 10 - 25c STORE
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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•AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Canty Prialda•
Amsnans

Has Major Surgery

New Manager Of
Southern Bell
Arrives Here PLAIN TALK—

Mrs. John Austin is recovering
from major surgery in the Malone hard work. I nevi= bothered. After merely different
True, the profession has a cerand and Hogan Hospital, Big all, I reasoned. I wasn't a newspaper man, never would be. Later, tain amount of this, but not as
Springs. Texas.
I knew I was only kidding myself. much as you might think. HowProbably with age comes sense ever, I believe a journalist has to
and gradually I began realising have elements of the adventurer
that journalism is an honored pro- In him, that is, the natural desire
(Oseithised MIMI Page 1)
wanted to be a Journalist He ex- fession, not acquired overnight, to find out what's going on and
plained how his father was a but requiring a lifetime of toil and how and when it happened.
newspaper man and how he had trouble, heartbreaks and successes.
Right now, though it may
grown up in a newspaper office. Peter Zenger and all that followed change later somewhat, jOUITUIIt was home to him.
him had been and are a part of an 11EM to me is a demand for creatiThen the question was address- important movement in the de- vity, hard work at something
ed to me. "I don't know, Sir." It velopment of mankind and his worthwhile, serious, important,
was all I could answer.
society — freedom of the indivi- and reaction against the desk
"But surely you know why? dual and his right to stand as an chain. I believe in this world of
You don't become a journalist individuaL
groupism, it is the last stronghold
without knowing why."
Aethism made little sense and I of American individualism, one of
Frightened, I said the first thing decided upon the church to which the few professions calling for
that came to mind which was I wanted to belong. I remember thinking on the individual basis.
logical and would cause no many of my fraternity
brothers Yet, as a journalist, a person Is
further questioning and prying.
professing Aethism but later, after really a part of a group — the
"I want to do something intera year or so of growing up, they biggest group of all — the human
esting and different."
race. It is the journalist that
The professor went on to the found what they were looking for
knows his people and knows a
religion.
next student without giving me a in
All of these things happen and good story when he sees. And it
second notice. It would be quite a
the opinions and abilities of is the journalist who has that
while before I knew why I wanted form
people;
every occurance is a stage sense of right and wrong called
to be a journalist. At the time I
leading
to another through cause justice that is so much the part
saw the excitement and adventure
and the glamour of intrigue and and effect. What seems important of our lives. In a period when
tomorrow will seem trivial democracy is becoming a mockery.
foreign places. Also, I had the today,
and asinine.
It is the journalist who has his
disease of practically every beginNot too much later, and being biggest fight, or crusade before
ning journalist — reform and
crusade. Yell truth from the house just a little older, I know why I him — preservation of ideas and
want to be a journalist. It is no philosophies enabling such a coltops and raise Hell against evil
longer glamourous, exciting iri umn as this to be written in the
forces. All very good if it can be
the sense romantic adventure, or first place.
done.
Then as the quarter really begun and the year commenced, I
discovered the training and the
theory. I experienced the reaction to it, then the disillusionment, followed by feelings of
failure and desire to quit. And to
crown it all, I experienced, for
one of the first times in my life,
cynicism. For one year, I believed
In nothing, and only found fault
with everything. The seeds of
Aethism planted a year or so before produced fruit. I can truthfully say I never set foot in a
church during my junior year at
school. Also I took a mad fling
at fraternity life. Although I believe now that fraternities are excellent and usefull to school life,
I went a little to the extreme during that year.
I decided to specialize in RadioTV, probably because it looked
more glamourous and attractive.
Money Received by the
For a while I worked at a commercial TV station in Knoxville,
10th Bean Interest
but very soon the glitter wore
thin.
From the 1st.
Many of my fellow students in
journalism had the mistaken idea
that it was an easy way through
school, namely. little or no work.
This soon became quicksand because it did require work and

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Harris
of Murray, Ky., moved this past
to the late Dan Harris farm. He
This Saturday the Future
will engage in farming, while
Homemakers of America are havHarold Hayes, who succeeds
Mrs. Harris is employed at the
ing a candy sale in front of the
Harold Willey as manager of
Siegel
Garment
Plant
in
FulDotty Shop on Lake Street. The
the Southern Bell here, arrived
ton.
cen4ys made by the girls (of
in Fulton Monday to begin his
Mr.
Dave
Mathis
is
reported
course), will be sold from 10:00
Brrrrr — "air raid" — or somenew duties.
until 3:00; that is if the candy lasts thing, has anyone noticed any to be on the sick list for the
Mr. Hayes was transferred
days.
few
past
lone
that
books flying around chemistry
here from Paintsville, where he
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Billie
McCollum
these days
and children of Mayfield, Ky., was manager of Southern Bell
Saundra Latham, a senior majspent Sunday here with their and replaces Mr. Wiley, who
orette. did a beautiful twirling
parents, Mr .and Mrs. Burnett was promoted and transferred
job at last Thursday's game —
to Paducah,
•McCONNELL NEWS Lintz.
with a fire-baton. She is going to
The new manager is married
Mrs. L. T. Ca/dwell • On last Wednesday night, the
execute this daring sklll again this
and has two children, a son,
Salum
New
Baptist
sat
church
Friday. With luck she may get the
During the absence of the re- in conference to call a pastor. Mike, 7, who is enrolled as a
field lights turned out so that the
grader at Terry-Norman
gular minister, Brother Hoyt Rev. James Halt of Fulton, Ky., second
baton will show up better.
little daughter, Debbie,
Barnett, Brother Atlas Brewer was elected to serve for the en- and a
age 2 1/2. They have purchased
This Friday is, of course, the of Martin will deliver the Sun- suing period.
He accepted and occupied the the Wiley residence in Meadowtime for the Fulton-Dresden foot- day morning message and Sunpulpit
this past Sunday, deliver- view and will move there in
day
evening
message
at
the
ball game to be played here. /t is
sermon. At the close the near future. For the preing
a
fine
Church
of
Christ
on Sunday,
the last home game, so there ought
of
the
services,
there were six sent they are at the Kingsway
to be a big turnout, especially November 15th, at 11:00 a. m.
Motel in Highlands.
since the Bulldogs have only lost and 7:00 p. m. Brother Wyatt additions to the church and
Both Mr. and Mrs Hayes are
interest
shown. T h e
one game of the season and tied Hall of Tiptonville will be the much
of
the
Methodist
guest speaker on the fifth -Sun- church and the new pastor Rev. members
one game.
Church.
Halt
invite
all
to
worship
at
day,
November
29th.
Incidently. Fulton won over you
Little
Miss LuAn
Boggess each service.
know who.
Mrs. J. T. Puckett, who is a COUNCIL TO—
spent Saturday afternoon with
The F. H. A. has something else her aunt, Mrs. Bertis Levister patient at the Baptist hospital
Continued from Pape One
planned for the near future. De- and family of M artin.
In Memphis, Tenn., spent the meeting, agreed to provide whatMr. and Mrs. Paul Long and week-end here in Dukedom with ever help he could, and he will
cember 9th. to be exact, they are
putting on a variety show, which daughter, Polly, visited relatives her family. She returned to work with Councilmen Winstead.
has been voted to be an annual and friends in Memphis last Memphis Monday where she Earle and Lewis, who comprise
F. H. A. event. Almost all club week,
continues
her
treatment.
A the creek committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Smith and speedy recovery is hoped for by
members will be in some number,
In other actions Monday night,
or backstage although any stu- son. Gene, of Dyersburg visited many friends over the commun- the Council:
dent may and probably will parti- Mrs. Dorn& Boggess and child- ity.
—adopted ordinances forbidren and Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bruce ding parking on the south side of
cipate.
Sunday afternoon.
were week-end guests of their East State Line, from the Snack
Mr. Carlos Newman left last parents, Mr. and' Mrs. Gaither Shop to the Swift Plant, and parkAn added interest has been
added to this column --- non-high Tuesday to report for Army Mathis, of this district.
ing on the street in front of Ray
service
at
Ft. Leonardwood,
school news. Here it is:
Hunter's parking lot;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eddie Lassiter
Mr. Lawrence Holland, school Missouri.
—approved a motion to underMrs. Fritz Moss has returned left today (Monday) for their take an engineering survey for
spuerintendent, tells me that a
reading clinic has just been com- home after having visited her home in Detroit, Mich., after at- sewer lines throughout the northpleted in the elementary school. sister and family in Florida for tending the Golden Wedding east section of Fulton, to include
anniversary of their relatives
The purpose of this is to improve several weeks.
the Mead° wview subdivision,
Mr. and Airp. tulis Long of Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Doron. Cleveland Avenue, Page street
the teaching of elementary reedThey
made
the
trip
by
motor.
Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam
ing.
rea,
and the entire adjoining
The clinic is to be followed by Welch over the week-end. Mrs.
Sunday afternoon from 2 to with a view to setting up a whole
John Parris and son, Emmett 4 p. in. the home of Mr. and new sewerage project to serve this
•
Lee of Vicksburg, Mississippi,
Mrs.
Bernie Doron,
Martin, area if the citizens want it.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Thad Par- Route
—noted that a November 1st
2. was held open for their
rish and sons last week.
many friends in celebration of increase in the price of wholesale
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sallee aed
their Golden Wedding annaer- gas to the city may require a rate
ion, Greg of Martin, Mr. and sary.
increase to local customers, and is
Mrs. Harold Pewitt of Fulton
The house was a profusion of currently reviewing the problem;
and Mr. and Mrs. James Ran- flowers of golden hues.
—okayed a new 5-horsepower
dall Walker and sons of McThe serving table had a cen- fire siren for the city hall roof,
Keiixie were Sunday Sunday
ter appointment of gold sleds to replace the present siren beguests of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. and murna and greenery.
cause it is sub-standard;
Moss, Jr. and fluidly.
--adopted an ordinance creating
The three tiered anniversary
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Mrs.
cake was decorated in gold and one-way traffic on Stephen Beale
Dorita Caldwell Boggess and white, topped with a golden Street off the State Line overhead
son, Bradley Caldwell Boggess,
bell, and served from a lace bridge toward the Ferry-Morse
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell and
plant for one block. Although this
dropped table.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Drumm
Miss Juanita Hommett pres- section is already posted in this
attended the funeral services of ided at the register and the fol- fashion, offenders will now be
Mr. Horne Bugg of Clinton Sun- lowing assisted in the serving: subject to a fine.
day afternoon. .
Mrs. Wayne Doron of New
Miss Bettye Welch has . ac- York City, and Mrs. Ralph Dorcepted an office position in an of Decatur, Ala., served
Double Feature
punch. Mrs. Bill Doyle of UnThe Friendship Club will meet ion City served the cake and
Program
on the "third Wednesday of this
was assisted by Miss Alicia DoFriday & Saturday
month, November lath, at the
ron of Decatur. Ala.. and Miss
new home of Mrs. Johnnie Al- Joyce Doron of Kansas City, Mo.
len. Her daughter, Mrs. Lucille
Both are the granddaughters of
Gardner of South Fulton, will
the Dorons.
serve- with her mother as coScene of the relatives from
The Harvey Caldwell Censtestr,
afar were: Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Offing
Outfitters
Fullest Drive-la
The many friends of Mr. and Lassiter, Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and
today sasteeneed a new addition Mrs Lowell Lee Cathey extend
Mrs. Roy Hommett and son,
Tenn•seie Ernie S'It
to their sales force.
lberlo Now
to them every good wish for
"KAM Is ME SADDLE"!
Rock,
Roy, Hollow
William H. Bennett of Fulton is their rapid recovery from in- William
........14141/111110E•mt IMMERIAI wolOM lISUE • ELIDI OPIW • ALEYANCV r
now associated with Janne Butts juries sustained in an automo- Tenn.; Miss Juanita Homniett,
AWED ARTISTS!Poe
Hollow Rock, Tenn.; Mr. and
and Bill Johnson in the sales de- bile
near
accident
recently
Huntingdon,
Bennett
Mrs.
Ray
Also
— Rock-A-Bye Bear (Color Cartoon!
partment.
Memphis. They are both hosMr. Bennett was born in Felten pitalized at the Millington Naval Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Donoho and son, Edward, Sedalia.
and has lived here practically all Base, Millington, Tenn.
Ky.; Mr. Dale Doron and sisof his life. He Is the son of Mrs.
ter, Miss Joyce Doron, Kansas
W. R. Bennett and the late WilCity, Mo.
liam Bennett. Bell attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Doron pledged
Fulton City Schools. iebsod the
their vows Nov. 2, 1909 at the
Navy in 1951 and served 4 years
A NEW TARZAN
home of the bride's father, the
. . . On his return to Fulton. he
in new exciting adventured
late L. B. Lassiter. with the late
became asesetated with A. C. Butts
Rev. G. S. Jones officiating in
& Sons and was employed there
The South Fulton Booster Club the presence of their families
The
going
with
Harvey
prior to
will sponsor • donkey basketball as attendants.
Caldwell Co. Mr. Bennett is a
game at the South Fulton gym
They are members of Bible
charter member of The Fulton
Thursday at 7:30 p. in.
Unioin Baptist church where
Jaycees and Is now Vice President
The No. 1 Team will be made they attend regularly. Each has
THE APE MANof that organisation. This makes
up of South Fulton teachers and been active in both church and
three active members of The FulNo.
2
Doron
teachers' husbands ,and the
community affairs. Mr.
CHNiCOLOW
ton Jaycees associated with The
while
singing
team will be made up of members enjoys gospel
Caldwell firm. Mr. Bennett will
of the Booster Club.
Mrs. Doron interests are home
represent The Harvey Caldwell
DENNY MILLER as the NEW Tarzan
Admission will be 75 cents for and flowers, her Pride and joy.
Company in Union City. Newbers,
CESARE DANOVA•JOANNA BARNES
for children.
adults
and
40
cents
Dyersburg. Halls and Paris. Tencalled during
Many
friends
ROBERT DOUGLAS
by
the
game
money
raised
The
nessee.
them
afternoon
wishing
will be used for Christmas baskets the
many more returns of the day.
for the needy.
—Ate.
Come out and bring the family,
Also — News — Color Cartoon & Sport!
Read the Classified Ads
there will be fun for everyone.
by Janke Davis

administering the Iowa Silent
Reading test to children in grades
two through six. The analysis of
this test will show the level of
reading compared to children
throughout the United States.

Bill Bennett Now Wilh
Harvey Caldwell Co.

'
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Sunday - Monday lic Tuesday

Boosters To Have
Donkey Game

ARZAN

WE NEVER CLOSE'
No matter what time of the day or night you
need gasoline, wheel balancing, oil, atriti-freeze,
tires, batteries, road service or tire repair, we are
ready to serve you promptly and efficiently.

SONNY

puncEirr

Corner 4th and Lake Sts.

Phone 24

STANDARD

OIL

RAMBLER "Z" FULTON
Announces Our Appointment As Authorised
The Worlds Largest Builder Of Compact Cars The Nash Rambler
"Rambler" Dealer In This Area. NOW — TODAY — See And Drive The New Standard Of Basic Excellence —
Ramber For '60 — The Rambler 6 And V-8 — Custom V-8 Station Wagon — Rambler American. See Them On Display, Today, At lime mini Mlle

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.

SII

F.

Pontiac

West State Line, South Fulton — Phone 1267

Rambler
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around town with

Officer Guilty
On Assault Case

at the mouth of the Cum- name and was killed in the Battle
of New Orleans.
The Lewis home Meanie the
One day•slave lad accidentally
broke • pitcher. Infuriated. LII- "haunted house" of the neighborburn Lewis. one of Lucy's sons, hood. Many•passing boatman demutilated and killed the boy and dared he heard heart-rending
burned his body in a roaring fire. groans from the cemetery where
The crime was ootnmitted on Dec. Lucy Jefferson Lewis was buried.
16. only • few hours before the
The nephews of Thomas Jeffer- earthquake of that year created
STONE FURNACE
son were involved in the murder great havoc.
of a slave in Livingston County,
Fearing his wife would - _late
as 1802, a crude stone
early
As
X3'.. in ism
the deed, Lilburn tried to keep her furnace on Red River near Clay
The crime was committed shortore
ly after the death of their mother, from seeing people, but she City, Ky.. produced iron from
her fa- found in the region. Ruins of the
Lucy Jefferson Lewis. sister of escaped with her child to
Not long after, a furnace are still visible.
Thomas Jefferson. The family ther's house.
lived near Simithland on the Ohio passerby observed a dog gnawing
a human bone and started an investigation that resulted in a warNohAlbert
Memphis,
of
Nohsey
rent for the arrest of Lilburn
Union
sey and Henry Nohsey of
Lewis and his brother
City; a daughter, Mrs. Joe Thomas
1.1-6
The brothers decided to die by
of Union City, and a sister, Mrs.
The Sensational New Invention
their own hands before officers arWill Vogle of Cannelton, Ind.
Sethetiaad's "MO'" Trues
rived. liham saw his brother
No Belts — No Straps —
shoot himself over their mother's
No Odors
grave. But frightened by Lilburn's
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Everette H. Westbrook of three death agonies, Isham's courage
Truss
miles southeast of Latham died failed and he fled.
He was captured and placed in
suddenly at his home at 9:30 p.
an old log jail at Salem, then the
m. Monday. He was 61.
Fulton
Mr. Westbrook was born Feb. county seat. Later he escaped, 405 Lake St.
1, 1898 in Weakley County. Tenn. joined the army under an assumed

Jefferson's 741.7:
Nephews Figured
In Tragic Story

BEAT'S
"Squint" Bugg

An Obion County circuit jury
last week found a Union City
Holly Vaster "Squint" Bugg. a
police officer guilty of assault and partner in the Bugg Brothers Feed
battery, and handed him a six- and Supply at Clinton, died shortmonth suspended sentence and ly before 5 a. m. Friday of a heart
•
$200 fine.
attack at his home on Route 1,
The jury deliberated for two Clinton. He was 31.
hours and 45 minutes before conHe was born and reared in
victing Fester Moore. 28.
Hickman County and made his
The officer was charged with home with his mother, Mrs. Lucy
dialect.
Tobe is a personal friend of felonious assault with a deadly Bugg.
well-known actors such as Rock weapon and, had the jury found
Besides being a parner in the
Hudson. He has done many things him guilty of the intent to mur- mill with his two brothers. Edof interest during his long stay der, he could have drawn as much ward and Howard Bugg, he also
in Hollywood, and would be a as three to 21 years in the peni- was a partner in the Bugg and Lee
wonderful subject -to interview tentiary.
Company, a bulldozing businesa.
Under the instructions given the He was tingle.
for a feature, but being one of
He leaves besides his mother
those publicity-shy type of per- jury by Judge E. A. Morris, it
was the lightest verdict possible and two brothers, two sisters. Mrs.
sons, he shuns all such things.
Tobe would object if he knew other than a complete acquittal. Robbie Wray and Mrs. Virginia
Moore, who was defended by Bryan, both of Clinton; and sevwe were writing about him today.
But he won't get mad at us, real- Tom Elam of Union City, was eral nieces and nephews.
ly, for he is too much of a gentle- charged in connection with the
Mr. Bugg was well-known in
August 4 shooting of Thedron Wilman.
Fulton and had many friends
a
in
lives
liams. a shooting he testified reIn Hollywood, Tobe
here.
lovely residential hotel on Holly- sulted when Williams resisted arServices were held Sunday at
wood Boulevard, and is a favorite rest, fought with the officer,
2 p. m. at Salem Methodist
of the couple who manages the grabbed his blackjack and tried to
He leaves his mother, Mrs.
Church in Hickman County. The
place. In fact, they think of him snatch his pistol from his holster.
Rev. John Weir and the Rev. John Frances Westbrook.
as their son.
Services were held at Old ConRedden officiated. Burial was in
gether, then varnished them all. the church cemetery.
cord Primitive Church at 1:30 p.
Heard from Martha Cole the The arrangement is beautiful!
m. Wednesday. Elder James ThedUnder the new Social Security Act there is a
other day and is she enjoying New
ford of Greenf ield officiated.
Orleans! Wayne accepted a wonAbout a month ago I mailed the
Benefit Fund for every one covered by SociBurial was in the church cemeDeath
derful job recently with a banana Commercial Appeal a picture of
tery, under direction of Jackson
Security.
al
Usually the payment is three times
Mrs.
wife
of
Minix*
Moore,
moving
since
there,
and
company
Brothers Funeral Home of Dukethe Fulton High cheerleaders.
to the Louisiana town Martha has Never saw it in the papers, so de- Atlas Moore, Dukedom, died at dom.
your monthly check, or what you would be entitled
been seeing the sights. She loves cided they hadn't used it. Johnny 4 a. m. Thursday at Methodist
to draw if you were 65, not to exceed $255.00. Make
it! And according to her letter, she Jones, a student from Ole Miss Hospital in Memphis. She was
59.
sure your family knows just where your Social Seand Wayne and their young dauBesides her husband, Mrs.
ghter, Pam, will be going to South was home over the weekend and
curity Card is so that in an emergency it can be
Mrs. Lyle Hawkins. 25, the
America soon on a business trip. told of seeing the local cheer- Moore leaves two daughters,
leaders' picture in the Mississippi Mrs. Alman Blalock, Dukedom, former Betty Ann Adams of this
presented to the proper parties.
We always love to hear frcen edition of the CA listed as 'cheerand Mrs. Harrel Peeples, Lynn- city, died in a Chicago hospital
Because we try to keep abreast of these and other
interestsuch
Martha. She writes
leaders from Fulton, Miss.
ville; her stepmother, Mrs. Asa Friday night at 10:30. She gave
ing letters. Maybe, around Christas a part of the services we have to 4regulations
m.,
p.
5
at
girl
baby
a
to
birth
Taylor, Memphis; three sisters,
mastime we'll be able to make a
Halloween always seems to be M r s. Holland
Weatherspoon, and died five and a half hours
free
fer,
to call us on such matters anytime.
feel
trip down to New Orleans to see a free-for-all night for mischief, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Clifford
Clark, later.
the Coles. Martha has promised but last Saturday, one prankFuneral services and burial
that if we come she'll show us an ster got fouled up. It seems some Memphis, and Mrs. Bob Rye, were in Memphis, with National
and
four
Ind.;
broRichmond,
die
know
I
exciting time — and
Funeral Home in charge.
boys were making roadblocks thers,
Elmer Taylor, Burbank
wilL
out of various peoples' lawn Calif., Cecil
Mrs. Hawkins was reared by
Taylor,
Memphis,
When the Coles were living in furniture; one boy decided he
her grandparents, Jack Gedsby
Fulton and Martha and I were was going to throw a lawn chair Asa Taylor, Memphis, and Clif- and the late Mrs. Gadsby of this
working together, we used to sit into a near-by body of water. ford Taylor, Parjs.
PHONE 7
FULTON, KY.
Funeral services will be con- city. She attended the Fulton City
around. talking and day-dreaming. 'Unfortunately' he forgot to let
Schools and was graduated in 19ducted
2
at
Saturday
p.m.
at
it
living
U
Years
denim
Oestirsis
Now, Martha says, she's
go and fell in with the chair. New Hope Baptist Church, with 51 from Fulton High School. Prior
up and really loving it — going Re also happened to have •
WI WRVS TO 111101V1 AGAIN
to her marriage she lived in
to all those places and doing all pocket:full of eggs. Result—he burial in the church memetery. Memphis for several years.
Jackson
Bros.
Funeral
Home,
those things we dreamed about. went home dripping water and
Dukedom, was in charge of arwith his pockets filled with
rannientents.
Was talking to Bob Pope of scrambled eggs.
Union City and he was telling of
his first big game hunt recently.
Congratulations to Mr. and
He and his wife, Louise. went to Mrs. Landon Roberson of South
Maurice Albert Niamey, opervisit her brothers in Deny!? and Fulton who last week observed
Bob and his brothers-in-law went their 'dirtiest wedding anniver- ator of • tin shop in Union City
shunting. They traveled about 180 sary. Mr. Roberson is a retired for many years, died about 9:30
Saturday morning at his home. He
west of Denver to the western I. C. railroad employee.
was n.
slops of the mountains. They spent
Services were held at 3 Sunday
several days camping out, before
STATE (1A2111 FAME
afternoon in the White-Ranson
the hunting of elks began. This
The Stale Genie Farm.two miles Funeral Home chapeL The Rev.
was fine and Bob enjoyed it all.
west of Frankfort on U.S. 60, is a James D. Jenkins officiated.
But, one day of actual zoo of animals native to Kentucky Burial was in East Flew CemeKENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
hunting, was all that Bob needed. operated by the Department of tery.
TN
6 years oW •10 proof
It was a Saturday, and before 9:30 Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Mr. Nohaey was born in RockPINT
Pim
that morning two hunters had
vort, Ky.. and lived in Memphis
Also available: Old Heave., Hill
been killed, two had been injured
HMI oWn —.1..
and in Hickman. Ky., before movPURCHASE ARRA
boated is, load, 4 years old, 100 proof
and one had died of a heart
ing to Union City about 35 years
--.5.0
QUART
attack. Bob said there were huntThe Purchase Area in westernHe retired in 1942. His wife,
ers everywhere and bullets were mod Kentucky was purchased by the late Mrs. Mary Ann Hanebuth
HEAVEN Hilt DISTILLERIES, IN( st.N.o., Ntt,so. (61 •
whizzing all around. The Denver Andrew Jackson from the Choc- Noshey, died in 1161.
newspapers said that there were taw Indians in 1818.
He leaves three sons. Maurice
70.000 hunters on the western
slops that day.
•
According to Bob, he got up on
all
from
away
a mountain peak
the rest and remained there for
the remainder of the day, Then,
he called it quits!

Ouida Jewell
Tobe Perce of Hollywood, Calif.,
son of City Judge H. H. Perm. is
• visitor in town.
Tobe is here taking treatments
for a back ailment.
The local man has been in
Hollywood for quite a number of
years, working in the movie industry, appearing in minor roles
in numerous well-known pictures.
Tobe. a talented dancer, has also appeared in numerous television shows.
Over the years he has appeared
in the movies and on TV as an
actor and a dancer. has doubled
for James Stewart, and has coached other actors in the southern
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The Fulton High Bulldogs will
meet the Dresden football team at
Memorial Stadium here on Nov. 6.
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You should go by the City
Clerk's office and take a look at
the beautiful fruit arrangement
they have in the office. The decoration was made by Shirley
Hawks and Nemo Williams. They
gathered two or three pumpkins,
big bunches of grapes, apples and
other fruits and vegetables, then
put them in a planter. They used
scotch tape so they would stay to-
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FOR SALE
One of Fulton's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
full tile bathroom upstairs and half-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.
Can be seen by appointment.

Call 1270 or 470
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$3500

IF YOU CHANGE
FROM 2-WIRE
TO 3-WIRE,
100 AMPERE SERVICE

$1500

W YOU INSTALL
A NEW 240-VOLT
RANGE OR
DRY* CIRCUIT

Nor each 240-Volt electric range
or dryer installed is Om ham. of
a KU customar betwems September
1 God pocembar 15. 1959. this Cant.
posy will pay the customer $35 if
he ehemges from 2-wiro to 3-wire.
100-ampor• service-. or $15 If he
installs a mu ramps or dryer
circuit.
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Florida Couple Here Isms. Of
Illness, Praises People Of Fenn
"The people of Fulton are the
kindest people we have ever
known," stated Mr. Syd Prestwich of Sarasota, no., recently,
when he was preparing to leave
Hillview Hospital.
Mr. Prestwich, who became ill
here two weeks ago. while registered at the Park Terrace Motel
and had to b admitted to the hospital for an operation, was very
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Fells trees up to 3 feet in diameter. Cuts 18'trees In 18
seconds. Only 181 pounds.
Famous Moments quality.
Pave • FRIII 011101IS1EA170111
•7011 falai&

207 E. 4th

Hes bet mad

Phone

high in his praise of everyone who
had been so nice to him. So was
his charming wife.
Mr. Prestwich, 78, a retired
engineer for the DuPont Company
of Wilmington, Del., and his wife
had been In St. Louis visiting
their daughter and her family.
grerouts home Mr. Prestwich became ill and an hour and a half
after stopping at the Park Terrace he had to be rushed to the
hospital for,. an appendectomy.
The Preetwichs were accompanied
to the hospital by Mr. and Mrs.
George 13atts, who manage the
motel.
At Hillview Mrs. Prestwich expressed concern over where she
would stay during her husband's
confinement and Dr. Eddie Crocker said that she could sleep and
have her meals at the hospital.
Mrs. Prestwich immediately
joined in on everything. She and
her husband made friends with
patients and staff at the hospital.

dewntcreern and went on a tour around town to uto the new Ferry
Mer
iz
or
t
e plant and other places
of
The Preshvichs said that from
their daughter, who is • graduate
of Duke University, they had
heard about the friendliness of
the southern people, but had
never realized what she meant
until their two-weeks stay here.
"We don't consider Ylorida as
south. Its too metropolitan. We
have been through Fulton before,
having stopped overnight at the
Park Terrace, but this is the first
time we have been in the smith
long enough to really get to know
the people," the charming couple
said.
Mr. Prestwich retired eleven
years ago. They then moved to
Florida. He was born, reared and
educated in England, but he and
his wife, a native of Ohio, had
Lived in Delaware for 30 years before moving to Florida.

Asked what he did with his
time since retiring, his wife explained that Mr. Prestwich enjoys reading the classics and
gardening. "Me. I like to read the
The nurses have been making 'who done its' ", she laughed.
beautiful pillow tops and some of
Mrs. Carmi Lee Jackson. c patithe patients have been doing the ent at Hillview,
became a friend
same. Mrs. Prestwich started her of the couple and gave
us a call,
two.
telling of the interesting PrestThe Prestwich. are Episcopali- wichs,
and inviting us out to the
ans. so were visited by the Rev. hospital
to meet them.
Alfred Maloney. pastor of the
local church. Mrs. Prestwich atended church there twice during
the past two weeks, and also attended the funeral services for
Mr. Torn Haddad, who, while a
patient at Hillview was in a room
next to Mr. Prestwich.
189
Mrs. Prestwich also shopped

SAVE MONEY
ON REPAIRS

IN, ICY.

SERVICE

Don't wait for little TV
troubles to grow Into
big ones. Call us at the
first sign of trouble.
Depend ea our expert
service.

REPAIR

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

The Fulton Lions Club held its
weekly luncheon meeting Friday
at the Park Terrace. The guests
were Joe Johnson and Mr. Creason, new manager of the National
Stores.
Smith Atkins gave a repor'. on
the advance ticket sale for the
Minstrel show. The advance sale
is going extremely well. A short
preview of the Minstrel was given
by Mrs. H. N. Strong, Mrs. Jean
LeMaster. Mrs. L. C. Logan, and
Charles Gregory. Indications are
that this will be the most entertaining Minstrel ever held
October was membership drive
month for the Lions Clubs
throughout the nation and the
local club installed nine new
members. These new members
are: Charles Reams, J. Z. McNett, John Joe CampbelL George
Albritton, Bob Morgan, Colonel
Benedict, Jahn Laid a„ Leon
Hutchens, and C. D. Edwards. The
member. were installed by
Peyton, who is past District
Governor and at the present time
is an Interrullional Director and
President of the Lone Oak Club
in Paducah.

Dew

Tolophon•
Talk
by
HAROLD WILEY
Year Te140000841 Manager

HOUDAZE AHEAD! Thanksgiving's just a few weeks
away, and Christmas closer than you thinkl Lots at festive plans being made at my house—how about yours?
U the rushy holiday season is going to keep you running,
why not ease things a bit with a handy Extension phone
where it would help most. In the kitchen, say, where
you'll be doing double duty. Or in the bedroom where
you can chat in peace. Extension phones come in pretty
colors, and cost very little.

SPEAKING OF DAZE—folks planning to
build a new home can sure get into one! It's
hard to think of ALL the things a new
home should have for easy, modern living.
U you're planning to build (or remodel)
here's a helpful suggestion. Let us help you
arrange for concealed telephone wiring.
While your house is being built or remodeled the telephone wiring can be built into
the walls, and you'll have extra outlets
when you need to change your telephone location. Simply
call us to learn more about this plan for convenience.

GOODBYE - Effective November 1. I was transferred to
Paducah. Ky. and would like to take this opportunity to say

p

goodbye to all the fine people here in Fulton. I can certainly
recommend Fulton as a good place to live and it is with
regret that I must say goodbye. Fulton has seemed like home
to my family and me even though we have lived here only
four years. We want to express our appreciation to you for
your hospitality and thank you for making our stay here a

Emblems were also presented to
several members for their many
Yuan of services in the Lions Orion. They were. Ernest Mc- 15 years. Bob Binford iS years, J. L. Jones - 10 years.
W. B. Holvaen - 15 years, and
Aaron Butts - 20 years. There
were two charter members with
35 years service. They were Smith
Atkins and Lawson Roper.

=

STAMM
wan.-rnua.-raz..

NOV. 4-5 5
(Starts at 7: and 9:)
TEN NORTH 'FREDERICK
With Gary Cooper

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
(Starts at 8:43)
THE PROUD ONES
With Robert Ryan
(Also' starts at 7: and 10:15)
TOKYO AFTER DARK
With Richard Long
SUN.-MON.-TUE., NOV. 5-5-14
(Starts at 7: and 9:10)
THE VIKINGS
With Kirk Douglas
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FRIDAY,

Hamlett
of Jackson
Fulton resident, is a
patient in the Jackson-Madison
County
Hospital at Jackson.
He is suffering from an old back
injury he received when he fell
from a train. He is an Minds
Central employee.
Clifton

July 31
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An automobile driven by Leotis Martin, colored, of Toledo,
Ohio, failed to make a turn at
the islands on the by-pass in
Riceville Saturday at noon, tearing down four highway signs,
bending another. He lost control
of his car; the vehicle left the
highway and plowed into the
front porch of the 011ie Pinegar
home. The porch was destroycar
was damaged
ed. The
slightly.
No one was injured. In the
car with Martin were his mother,
Mrs. Everlue Martin and L. C.
Thomas, both of Toledo. The

former

group was enroute to Arkansas.
Deputy
Sheriff
Billy
Westmoreland investigated the accident.
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TRUE EARLY AMIIRICAN STYLING

New Golden "M" Frame Grid
Tube in new Custom-Matic
Tuner extends TV reception
up to 35%. Golden Tube Sentry• Unit.
20,000 Volts
of Picture
Power. Cherrywood color.
Model 21C10. MS TOUR MAIM
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1:11 else On
410 temee
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5:30 News
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141:00 Blaekliarlt
110 Dr. Malmo
2:36 These Pests
10:30 News.
3'00 High Street
10-45 Jack Pear
3-30 Spilt Person_
DIM Sign Off

The most service-free TV ever produced backed by the strongest
guarantee in the industry. One year guarantee on ALL parts and one
year free service.
One year tree service and parts warranty.

81 W APPLIANCE COMPANY
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15:30 Theatre
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930 irereliee
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3:40 Moshoir Day 12 00 News-Weather
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Mr. and Mrs. William Sutton,
149 Daron Marie. San Antinio,
Texas, are the proud parents of a
son, Timothy Norman. born October 22, 1959 at 4:12 p. m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital.
Mrs. Sutton is the former Mary
Lee Harrison. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Sutton are forrner,residents of
Fulton.
Read the Chualfled Ads
vsmsereaberssna

Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
the fall seed you need. You know that you can depend on us.
Red Top
Timothy
Orchard Grass Rye grass
Ladino and White Dr.tch Clover
Crimson and Red Clover
Wheat
Barley
Balbo Rye
Seed Oats

AC-LI/at;(74Sos
East State Line

CHANNEL 6

Ofrardson, Ildlessust

Seed For FallSowing

very happy experience.

Clifton Ilamlett
In Jackson Hospital

IIROGRAM 1141111DULI

Caps
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4:45 Bane
4:30 Llfe-Rtley
5:08 PM*"
11:30 News
5:35 Weather
5:40 Sports
11:441 NBC Nee.
Lee Jun BoWle
4:30 Wagon Train
7:30 Price Is Right
S 00 Perry Como
9 00 Louts lords&
10.00 Honeymooners
10:30 News
10:46 Jack Parr
13:00 Wan Off

TEN HIGH
• STRAIGHT BOURBON
• 90 PROOF

• 4 YEARS OLD

$1.30
Sipini

half old
MO Rh
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around town with

Officer Guilty
On Assault Case

River at the mouth of the Cum- name and was killed in the Battle
of New Orleans.
berland.
The Lewis home became the
One day• elev* lad accidentally
broke a pitcher. Infuriated. Lil- "haunted house" of the neighborburn Lewis. on* of Lucy', sons, hood. Many• passing boatman demutilated and killed the boy and clared he heard heart-rending
burned his body in a roaring fire. groans from the cemetery where
The crime was committed on Dec. Lucy Jefferson Lewis was buried.
le. only • few hours before the
The nephews of Thomas Jeffer- earthquake of that year created
STONE FURNACE
son were involved in the murder great havoc.
of a slave in Livingston County,
fearing his wife would . late
as 1802, a crude stone
early
As
Ky., in 1811.
the deed, Lilburn tried to keep her furnace on Red River near Clay
The crime was committed shortore
ly after the death of their mother, from seeing people, but she City, Ky., produced iron from
to her fa- found in the region. Ruins of the
Lucy Jefferson Lewis. sister of escaped with her child
a furnace are still visible.
Thomas Jefferson. The family ther's house. Not long after,
lived near Smith land on the Ohio passerby observed a dog gnawing
a human bone and started an investigation that resulted in a warNohAlbert
Memphis,
of
Nohsey
rent for the arrest of Lilburn
Union
sey and Henry Nohsey of
Lewis and his brother. .am.
City; a daughter, Mrs.-Joe Thomas
Minn
11
The brothers decided to die by The Sensational New Invention
of Union City, and a sister. Mrs.
their own hands before officers arWill Vogle of Cannelton, Ind.
Sutherland's "MD* Trim
rived. 'sham saw his brother
No Belts — No Straps —
shoot himself over their mother's
No Odors
grave. But frightened by Lilburn's Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Everette H. Westbrook of three death agonies, Isham's courage
Truss
miles southeast of Latham died failed and he fled.
He was captured and placed in
suddenly at his home at 9:30 p.
CITY DRUG Co.
an old log jail at Salem, then the
m. Monday. He was 61.
Fulton
Mr. Westbrook was born Feb. county seat. Later he escaped, 408 Lake St.
1, 1898 in Weakley County, Tenn. joined the army under an assumed

Jefferson's
Nephews Figured
In Tragic Story

DEATHS
"Squint" Bugg

An Obion County circuit jury
last week found a Union City
Holly Vaster "Squint" Bugg, a
police officer guilty of assault and partner in the Bugg Brothers Feed
battery, and handed him a six- and Supply at Clinton, died shortmonth suspended sentence and ly before 5 a. m. Friday of a heart
•
$200 fine.
attack at his home on Route 1,
The jury deliberated for two Clinton. He was 31.
hours and 45 minutes before conHe was born and reared in
victing Vester Moore. 28.
Hickman County and made his
The officer was charged with home with his mother, Mrs. Lucy
dialect.
Tobe is a personal friend of felonious assault with a deadly Bugg.
well-known actors such as Rock weapon and, had the jury found
Besides being a parner in the
Hudson. He has done many things him guilty of the intent to mur- mill with his two brothers. Edof interest during his long stay der, he could have drawn as much ward and Howard Bugg, he also
in Hollywood, and would be a as three to 21 years in the peni- was a partner in the Bugg and Lee
wonderful subject to interview tentiary.
Company, a bulldozing business.
Under the instructions given the He was single.
for a feature, but being one of
He leaves besides his mother
those publicity-shy type of per- jury by Judge E. A. Morris, it
was the lightest verdict possible and two brothers, two sisters, Mrs.
sons, he shuns all such things.
Tobe would object if he knew other than a complete acquittal. Robbie Wray and Mrs. Virginia
we were writing about him today., Moore, who was defended by Bryan, both of Clinton; and sevBut he won't get mad at us, real- Tom Elam of Union City, was eral nieces and nephews.
ly, for he is too much of a gentle- charged in connection with the
Mr. Bugg was well-known in
August 4 shooting of Thedron Wilman.
Fulton
and had many friends
a
in
lives
reliams, a shooting he testified
In Hollywood, Tobe
here.
lovely residential tlotel on Holly- sulted when Williams resisted arServices were held Sunday at
wood Boulevard, and is a favorite rest, fought with the officer,
2 p. m. at Salem Methodist
of the couple who manages the grabbed his blackjack and tried to
He leaves his mother, Mrs.
Church in Hickman County. The
place. In fact, they think of him snatch his pistol from his holster. Rev. John Weir and
the Rev. John Frances Westbrook.
as their son.
Services were held at Old ConRedden officiated. Burial was in
gether, then varnished them all. the church cemetery.
cord Primitive Church at 1:30 p.
Heard from Martha Cole the The arrangement is beautiful!
m. Wednesday. Elder James ThedUnder the new Social Security Act there is a
other day and is she enjoying New
ford of Greenfield officiated.
Orleans! Wayne accepted a wonAbout a month ago I mailed the
Burial was in the church cemeDeath Benefit Fund for every one covered by Sociderful job recently with a banana Commercial Appeal a picture of
direction of Jackson
al Security. Usually the payment is three times
Mrs. Minine Moore, wife of tery, under
company there, and since moving the Fulton High cheerleaders.
Brothers Funeral Home of DukeAtlas
Moore,
at
died
Dukedom,
to the Louisiana town Martha has Never saw it in the papers, so deyour monthly check, or what you would be entitled
dom.
been seeing the sights. She loves cided they hadn't used it. Johnny 4 a. m. Thursday at Methodist
to
draw if you were 65, not to exceed $255.00. Make
It! And according to her letter, she Jones, a student from Ole Miss Hospital in Memphis. She was
59.
sure your family knows just where your Social Seand Wayne and their young dauBesides her husband, Mrs.
ghter, Pam, will be going to South was home over the weekend and
curity Card is so that in an emergency it can be
Mrs. Lyle Hawkins, 25, the
America soon on a business trip. told of seeing the local cheer- Moore leaves two daughters,
leaders' picture in the Mississippi Mrs. Alinan Blalock, Dukedom, former Betty Ann Adams of this
presented to the proper parties.
We always love to hear from edition of the CA listed as cheerand Mrs. Harrel Peeples, Lynn- city, died in a Chicago hospital
Because we try to keep abreast of these and other
interestsuch
Martha. She writes
leaders froni Fulton, Miss.
ville; her stepmother, Mrs. Asa Friday night at 10:30. She gave
ing letters. Maybe, around Christas a part of the services we have to ofregulations
m.,
p.
5
at
girl
baby
a
to
birth
Taylor, Memphis; three sisters,
mastime we'll be able to make a
and died five and a half hours
Halloween always seems to be M r s. Holland
free
fer,
Weatherspoon,
to call us on such matters anytime.
feel
trip down to New Orleans to see a free-for-all night for mischief, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Clifford Clark, later.
the Coles. Martha has promised but last Saturday, one prankFuneral services and burial
that if we come she'll show us an ster got fouled up. It seems some Memphis, and Mrs. Bob Rye, were in Memphis, with National
Ind.;
Richmond,
and
four
broshe
know
I
exciting time — and
Funeral Home in charge.
boys were making roadblocks thers,
Elmer Taylor, Burbank
will.
out of various peoples' lawn Calif., Cecil
Mrs. Hawkins was reared by
Taylor,
Memphis,
When the Coles were living in furniture; one boy decided he
her grandparents, Jack Gedsby
Fulton and Martha and I were was going to throw a lawn chair Asa Taylor, Memphis, and Clif- and the late Mrs. Gadsby of this
working together, we used to sit into a near-by body of water. ford Taylor, Pads.
FULTON, KY
PHONE 7
Funeral services will be con- c4ty. She attended the Fulton City
around, talking and day-dreaming. 'Unfortunately' he forgot to let
Schools and was graduated in 19ducted
at
Saturday
2
at
p.m.
U
it
Tears
living
Saralee
Caseasui
Now, Martha says, she's
go and fell in with the chair.
81 from Fulton High School. Prior
up and really loving it — going He also happened to have a New Hope Baptist Church, with to her marriage she lived in
WI SRWIR TO MUM AGAIN
burial
in
the
church
meznetery.
to all those places and doing all pocketfull of eggs. Reeult—he
several
years.
for
Memphis
Jackson
Bros.
Funeral Home,
those things we dreamed about. went home dripping water and
Dukedom, was in charge of arwith his pockets filled with rangements.
Was talking to Bob Pope of scrambled eggs.
Union City and he was telling of
his first big game hunt recently.
Congratulations to Mr. and
He and his wife, Louise, went to Mrs. Landon Roberson of South
Maurice Albert Nohsey, opervisit her brothers in Denver and Fulton who last week observed
Bob and his brothers-in-law went their *Wiest wedding anniver- ator of a tin shop in Union City
shunting. They traveled about 160 sary. Mr. Roberson is a retired for many Years, died about 9:30
Saturday morning at his home. He
west of Denver to the western I. C. railroad employee.
was N.
slops of the mountains. They spent
Services were held at 3 Sunday
several days camping out, before
ETATS GAMIC FARM
afternoon in the White-Ransoo
the hunting of elks began. This
The State Game Farm,two miles Funeral Home chapeL The Rev.
was fine and Bob enjoyed it all.
west of Frankfort on U.S. 80, is a James D. Jenkins officiated.
But, one day of actual zoo of animals native to Kentucky Burial was in East View CemeKENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
hunting, wa. all that Bob needed. operated by the Department of tery.
sdsss
FIFTH
6 years old •10 proof
It was a Saturday, and before 9:30 Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Mr. Nehsey was born in RockMINT —.-- 152"
that morning two hunters had
vort, Ky., and lived in Memphis
Hill
been killed, two had been injured
Also available: Old N
HALF PIPIT —$10
and in Hickman, Ky., before movPURCHASZ AREA
Bolded in load, 4 rows aid, 100 proof
and one had died of a heart
ing to Union City about 35 years
QUART
attack. Bob said there were huntThe Purchase Area in snmdern- ago. He retired in 1942. His wife,
ers everywhere and bullets were most Kentucky was purchased by the late Mrs. Mary Ann Hanebuth
-• HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES IN(., atsq,„air, Nroco. (64.J.,•
whizzing all aroma The Denver Austmw Jackson from the Choc- Noshey, died in 1981.
newspapers said that there were taw Indians in 1818.
Be leaves three sons. Maurice
70.000 hunters on the western
slops that day.
According to Bob, he got up on
mountain peak away from all
the rest and remained there for
the remainder of the day, Then,
he called it quits!

Ouida Jewell
Tobe Perce at Hollywood, Calif.,
son of City Judge H. H. Perce, is
a visitor in town..
Tobe is here taking treatments
for a back ailment.
The local man has been in
Hollywood for quite a number of
years, working in the movie industry, appearing in minor roles
in numerous well-known pictures.
Tobe, a talented dancer, has also appeared in numerous television shows.
Over the years he has appeared
in the movies and on TV as an
actor and a dancer, has doubled
for James Stewart, and has coached other actors in the southern
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CITY COAL CO.
T•lephoo• 51
EARN

41%

HEAVEN HILL

•

Wire Your Kitchen
For Modern Living

MAXIMUM
SAFETY

WE'LL HELP PAY ME Bill

The Fulton High Bulldogs will
meet the Dresden football team at
Memorial Stadium here on Nov. 6.
.
I B.C.MORTONSAG0.1
Dresden, Tennessee
DResden 6412
Plum mid Mt nem se
Inland Saviors Association
I
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You should go by the City
Clerk's office and take a look at
the beautiful fruit arrangement
they have in the office. The decoration was made by Shirley
Hawks and Nemo Williams. They
gathered two or three pumpkins,
big bunches of grapes, apples and
other fruits and vegetables, then
put them in a planter. They used
scotch tape so they would stay to-
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FOR SALE
One of Fulton's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
full tile bathroom upstairs and hall-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.
Can be seen by appointment.
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Well Pay You

$3500
$1500

IF YOU CHANGE
FROM 2-WIRE

TO 3-WIRE,
100 AMPERE SERVICE
IF YOU INSTALL
A NEW 240-VOLT
MANGE OR

DR= CIRCUIT

Call 1270 or 470

•

•

Fer each 240-Volt electric rang*
or dryer installed in the home of
a KU customer betweee September
1 aid ,Decomber 15. 1951. the Company will pay the customer $35 if
be chaeges from 2-wire to 3-wire.
100-ampere service. or $15 if he
lesions a mew image or dryer
circuit.

Less tient a penny a
meal per persoa.
you pay to cook
the modem cleats,
electric way. This Is fie
average cost with ear
low electric rates.

all

Soo Your Doctor Or Oar Ilaseger
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Couple Here
nse
Illness, Praises People Of Fan
orida

"The people of Fulton are the
kindest people
we have ever
known," stated Mr. Syd Prestwich of Sarasota, Fla., recently,
when he was preparing to leave
Hillview Hospital.
Mr. Prestwich, who became ill
here two weeks ago, while registered at the Park Terrace Motel
and had to b admitted to the hospital for an operation, was very

rsile
ifortable

;

Fulton

id other
re to ofme.

Fells trees up to 3 feet In diameter. Cuts la'trees In le
seconds. Only 18f pounds.
Famous Homellts quality.
Neve e FRES DIMONSTRATION
H05 finery

Nen Ms and Mil

Barnette Tractor Co.
207 E.

4th

Phone 189

0E04

MOM,

the people," the charming couple
said.
Mr. Prestwich retired eleven
years ago. They then moved to
Florida. He was born, reared and
educated in England, but he and
his wife. • native of Ohio, had
lived in Delaware for'
41? years before moving to Florida.

Asked what he Clid with his
time since retiring, his wife explained that Mr. Prestwich enjoys reading the classics and
gardening. "Me. I like ty read the
The nurses have been making 'who done its' ", she laughed.
beautiful pillow tops and some of
Mrs. Cartni Lee Jackson, a patithe patients have been doing the ent at
Hillview, became a friend
same. Mrs. Prestwich started her
of the couple and gave us a call,
two.
telling of the interesting PrestThe Prestwichs are Episcopaliwichs, and inviting us out to the
ans, so were visited by the Rev.
hospital to meet them.
Alfred Maloney. pastor of the
local church. Mrs. Prestwich atended church there twice during
the past two weeks, and also attended the funeral services for
Mr. Tom Haddad, who, while
a
patient at Hillview was in a room
next to Mr. Prestwich.
Mrs. Prestwich also shopped

SAVE MONEY
ON REPAIRS

IN, KY.

alle00

Morse Seed plant and other places
of interest.
The Prestericha said that from
their daughter. who is a graduate
of Duke University, they had
heard about the friendliness of
the southern people, but bad
never realized what she meant
until their two-weeks stay here.

engineer for the DuPont Company
of Wilmington, Del.. and his wife
"We don't consider Florida as
had been in St. Louis visiting
their daughter ,and her family. south. Its too metropolitan. We
Enroute home Mr. Prestwich be- have been through Fulton before,
came Ill and an hour and a half having stopped overnight at the
after stopping at the Park Ter- Park Terrace, but this is the first
race he had to be rushed to the time we have been in the south
hospital for an appendectomy. long enough to really get to know

The Prestwichs were accompanied
to the hospital by Mr. and Mrs.
George Batts, who manage the
motel.
At Hillview Mrs. Prestwich expressed concern over where she
would stay during her husband's
confinement and Dr. Eddie Crocker said that she could sleep and
have her meals at the hospital.
Mrs. Prestwich immediately
joined in on everything. She and
her husband made friends with
patients and staff at the hospital.

$ Trete

!re is a
)y Socie times
entitled
D. Make
cial Secan be

high in his praise of everyone who
had been so nice to him. So was
his charming wife.
Mr. Preetwich, 76, a retired

dovmtown and went on • tour around town to see the new Ferry

SERVICE

Don't wait for little TV
troubles to grow into
big ones. Call us at the
first sign of trouble.
Depend on our enter,
service.

RE PAIR

The Fulton Lions Club held its
weekly luncheon meeting Friday
at the Park Terrace. The guests
were Joe Johnson and Mr. Cresson, new manager of the National
Stores.
Smith Atkins gave a report on
the advance ticket sale for the
Minstrel show. The advance sale
is going extremely well. A short
preview of the Minstrel was given
by Mrs. H. N. Strong, Mrs. Jean
LeMaster. Mrs. L. C. Logan, and
Charles Gregory. Indications are
that this will be the most entertaining Minstrel ever held
October was membership drive
month for the Lions Clubs

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

throughout the nation and the
local club installed
nine new
members. These new members
are: Charles Reams, J. I. Mc-

Nett, John Joe

Campbell. George
Albritton, Bob Morgan, Colonel

Benedict, Jahn

Laid a,.
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11.30 Nave Otur
11:30 Junior Auct.
5:00 Ounsmoke
/3:00 hat Capers
0:30 New York Con.
12:30 Cartoon
10:00 Show-Week
1610 W. Roundup
11:00 News-Weatherr
300 R Matinee
SUNDAY, August 2
400 Conquest
4'30 College Bowl
1 00 Small World
0:30 30th Century
5:00 Lassie
630 Dennis
7:00 Ed Salllvan
5.00 Gt. Theecte
6:30 Hitchcock
9:00 George (lobed
530 What's Mr L.
10:00 Sunday News
15:15 now.
1200 Thought-Week

$ 00 This-Llte
5 30 Christopher'
Lanep-Feet
• 30 Look up-Live
1010 U. N
10 30 Camera 3
10.66 News
11:011 Man to Man
11:15 Ind.-Parade
11:35 Face-Natlon
11:50 Sig Picture
11:30 Football
1.1:46 Elck-Off
100 Football
3:46 Nees

MONDAY, August 3
7:00 Breakfast
COS News
MI6 R=
5-11
g 35 On Ths Oe
1010 snow
1030 Ten DeRist
11:09 Leas st
11:31 1110011
11:40 0000 101111
11:011 10110
13111 Weather
13:31 World Terns
1:011 Setter-Woree
130 Renee Parte
3111 lellienagre
130 Veritel
300 ertabwe Dee
331 NNW Stern
3:30 Mgt et mos

HAROLD WILEY

HOLIDAZE AHEAD! Thanksgivings just a few weeks
away, and Chiistmas closer than you think! Lots of festive plans being made at my house-how about yours?
lithe rushy holiday season is going to keep you running.
why not ease things a bit with a handy Extension phone
where it would help most. In the kitchen, say, where
you'll be doing double duty. Or in the bedroom where
you can chat in peace. Extension phones come in pretty
colors, and cost very little.

STAILITE

Ill
=
515
O1.
5:35 CMS 3109
5:0 1110 O.Slant
Till(Meth
39 Debbi Offlia
11:40 Tightrope
II:311 Bled Skelton
0:0 Derry Moore
10 le U.S. Marshal
31:30 Theatre
12 00 Niews-weather

WED.-THUR.-FRI.. NOV. 4-5-6
(Starts at 7: and 9:)
TEN NORTH FREDERICK

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

(Also' starts at 7:

SPEAKING OF DAZE-folks planning to
build a new home can sure get into one! It's
hard to think of ALL the things a new
home should have for easy, modern living.
If you're planning to build (or remodel)
here's a helpful suggestion. Let us help you
arrange for concealed telephone wiring.
While your house is being built or remodeled the telephone wiring can be built into
the walls, and you'll have extra outlets
when you need to change your telephone location. Simply
tall us to learn more about this plan for convenience.

GOODBYE - Effective November 1. I was transferred to

would like to take

opportunity to say
goodbye to all the fine people here in Fulton. I can certainly
recommend Fulton as a good place to live and it is with
this

even though we have

SUN.-MON.-TUE., NOV. 11-9-15

(Starts at 7: and 9:10)
THE VIKINGS

your hospitality and thank you for making our

Mr. and Ms.. William Sutton,
149 Daron Marie, San Antinio,
Texas, are the proud parents of a
son, Timothy Norman. born October 22, 1959 at 4:12 p. m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital.
Mrs. Sutton is the former Mary
Lee Harrison. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Sutton are former residents of
Fulton.

With Kirk Douglas

Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
the fall seed you need. You know that you can depend on us.
Red Top
Timothy
Orchard Grass
Rye grass
Ladino and While Mach Clover
Crimson and Red Clover

lived here only

four years. We want to express our appreciation to you for

and 10:15)

TOKYO AFTER DARK
With Richard Long

regret that I must ay goodbye. Fulton has seemed like home
to my family and me

11000 111Nre
Dia Weather
130 Work] Tema
1:00 Bettor-Worse
1:30 Some Party
2 00 Millionaire
1:30 Vernet
3:46 BrIsister Day

3.15 Morn Mem
3:39 Mtge et NANA
4:1111 agatises
4:311 Cartoon Omen
4 SS Crusader Rah.
5111 Little Remels
5:36 Mao Kid
015 Scoreboard
11:1111 Weather
011 CRS New
0 30 Lineup
730 Mee-SPaos
8 60 MLliotualre
•
rye-See/In
9 00 CR8 Reports
10:00 Bold Venture
111:35 Theatre
12 00 News-Weather

Wheat

Barley

Balbo Rye

stay here •

experience.

Soils

COMING-42May, November 6.-enodwr wonderful Bell
Telephone Hour TV program. les your newspaper for
time and abanseL
East State Line

Phone 202

from a train. He is an Illinois
Central employee.

slightly.
No one

was injared. In the
car with Martin were his mother,
Mrs. Everlue Martin and L. C.
Thomas, both of Toledo. The
group was enroute to Arkansas.
Deputy Sheriff Billy Westmoreland investigated the accident.

3•00 Con. Club
3 15 On Target
3 45 Air Force
4'00 Roy Rogers
6:00 Oalf Match
6.30 Bonanza
7 30 Challenge
8'00 D.T01
30 Five Miters
9 30 It Could--You
10 OD Welk-Party
11 00 Cameo Theatre
12 00 Sign Off

wiReleeptiv,
Up*35%

SUNDAY, August 2
5:1/ Mtn On
5 00 Meet-Preas
5:30 Devotional
6 30 Staer-London
9:11 Christian id. 8 00 Riverboat
9'30 Thhi le As..
7 00 Showcase
10:00 Patch-Today
8.15 Chevy Show
10 30 Thls-Llfe
900 Loretta Young
11 00 Herald-Truth
9 30 Stories-Cen.
11.30 Front.-Faith 1000 1441ws
13.00 Roy Rogers
10 15 MEllon Movie
100 Pootball
12 00 Sign Off
330 Pldello

with 100% more power -ampAcation,50% less signal
noise. Dramatically improves picture wherever you are.

MONDAY, August 3
THE MOST RELIABLE TV EVER -IN
TSUI EARLY AMERICAN STYUNR

4 30 Life-Mee
d 46 Sign On
6:30 Claseroom
1:00 Poona
7:00 Today
6:30 News
1/1111 Dough Rs MI
6:311 Weather
5:35 Treasure Runt 5:40 Sporn
15:110 Plias Is Right
11:45 NBC Ninn
10:30 OonerntratIon
600 Quarterback
11:90 Tle Tao Do
5:15 Football
11:30 Clond be Too
830 Richard Dta.
12:00 News
7:00 Love-Marriage
13:16 Paster Speaks 7 -30 Bob Hope
13:30 Kiss Brooks
• 30 26 Men
900 Steve Allen
1:00 Queen-Day
9.30 Brothers
1:30 Thin Kan
10 On His Story
31:1111 Dr. Malone
111:30 Nene. Wee.
1:311 These Roots
300 High Street
10:46 Jack Pear
3:311 Split Pereira.
1.1:05 Oen on
410 essle

New Golden "M" Frame Grid
Tube in new Custom-Matic
Tuner extends TV reception
up to 36%. Golden Tube Santry• Unit.
esisil
20,000 Volts
of Picture
Power. Cher-

rywood color.
Model 21C10.

TUESDAY, August 4
The most service-free TV ever produced backed by the strongest
5 1$ Men On
4:00 Mule
5:35 C101010001
4:30 LI10•R101
guarantee in the industry. One year guarantee on ALL parts and one
115 Toilite
510 Tonere
5111 Dendi Is la
6:311 News
year free servide.
9:30 Teenenris
11:31 Weather
100 Film is Right 5:40 Sports
..0es00e55s 5:411 NBC Neve
One year free service and parts warrant,.
11:0 TM Tae Death 111111 Hawke,*
11:35 mew tie Tee slot Laramie
1510 Wine
1:39 Taber Mode
13:11 Fester SPISICII 111:10 Art. Murray
13:30 Mho Brooks
5:30 lookup
110 Queen-Day
510 Troubleshooters
1:20 TI102 Man
5:30 Medic
11:40 Dr. Malone
1*0 Piraeldrawit
3:30 Tbms arreas
15:311 News.
300 High Street
1045 Jack Pear
3 SO Split Parson.
13:410 Oen on

& W APPLIANCE COMPANY

WEDNESDAY. August 5
TAN Sreekteell
1111111 Nees
5:11
0:00 Pi
=
a
11:30 On The Oo
WOO 1 Lave Lege
10 30 Dee, Bride
1140 LOile Cie Life
114s surd'

Clifton Hamlett of Jackson,
former
Fulton
resident, is
a
patient in the Jackson-Madison
County
Hospital
at
Jackson.
He is suffering from an old back
injury he received when be fell

highway and plowed into the
front porch of the 011ie Pinegar
home. The porch was destroycar
was damaged
The
ed.

Fulton

With Gary Cooper

(Starts at 8:45)

An automobile driven by Loots Martin, colored, of Toledo,
Ohio, failed to make a turn at
the islands on the by-pass in
Ricevii1e Saturday at noon, tea,ins down four highway dim
bending another. He lost control
of his car; the vehicle left the

SATURDAY, August 1
1:30 Slaw On
S:40 News
g 45 Cartoons
9011 Howdy Doody
5:30 Ruff a Redd'
10:00 Pure
10:30 Circus 309
11.0n True story
11.30 Detect Diary
13:00 Mr. Wizard
13:30 W. Outdoors
1:00 Football
1.15 Pootbal.

WEDNESDAY, August 5

use minas Ledo

THE PROUD ONES
With Robert Ryan

very happy

=r Rah.
41M11•
:0 lioOraw
5.311 T. with Father

Emblems were also presented to
several members for their many
years of service in the Lions Orgaeleation. They were. Ernest McClinton - 15 years, Bob Binforct Hi years, J. L. Jones - 10 years.
W. B. Holman - 15 years, and
Aaron Butts - 20 YearsThere
were two charter members with
35 years service. They were Smith
Atkins and Lawson Roper.

Year Telephone Manager

Paducah. Ky. and

1135 Rigs at Right
4:09 1000

Dew member, were installed by
Sill Peyton, who is past District
Governor and at the present time
is an International Director and
President of the Lone Oak Club
in Paducah.

by

4:60 Matinee
4:30 Cartoon Capers
4 55 Crusader Rob
5:00 Superman
9:30 Pother
11:114 Scoreboard
0:011 Weather
0:3 CMS Neer"
1'30 Maeguerade
7:00 The Timm
f:30 Father Knows
5:00 Danny Thongs
1:30 Dupont bop
010 Raldeis
30 Brew I
10:40 Sian ?renter
1020 Invems
11:00 Theatre
12:30 leem-Weathsr

TUESDAY, Anent 4

Leon

Hutchens, and C. D. Edwards. The

Tolophon•
Talk

Clifton Haralott
In Jackson Hospital

PROGRAM ISCHZDULR

15 Men On
e:30 Cissgrooni
T1119 Today
5:01 1100 10 01
5:20 Thaware Ram
10:00 Prise 11 004
10:35 Concentration
Ii -00 Tic Tee Dough
111500551 be Ten
13:05 Mm
13 15 Pastor Speaks
12:30 Miss Brook,
1:00 Queen-Day
1:30 Thin Man
3:00 Dr. Malone
11:31 These Roots
330 High Street
3 30 Split Person.

4 00 Susie
4:30 Life-Alley
5:00 Pagers
0:14 Neve
11:38 Weather
5:00 Snorts
II:41 NBC Nein
CPO Jim Bowie
4:30 Wagon Train
7:30 Price is 11304
8 00 Perry Coma
9 00 Louis Jordaa
10 00 Honeymooners
10:30 News
10:45 Jack Parr
1.2:00 Sign Off

Phone 126

^

County Health Department,
incideitials at special meetings.
This meeting will be a pot-luck
The December 8 meeting will
luncheon of low calorie foods.
be a Christmas party (dinnerContinued Irons Page One
arrivals
new
in
MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Each member is asked to bring a
give are: First Baptist Church. meeting) at Smith's Rose Room,
Apply in person to Taylor Choy- McGregor & Manhattan
low calorie dish.
Meth- with each member bringing a
rent;
month's
$10.00
for
one
rolet-Buiek, Fourth Street, FulThe sixth and final weight-conGuild No. 1; $1.00 gift. There should be no
The purpose, of this luncheon is
$10.00;
odist
WSCS,
SPORT SHIRTS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made ton, Ky.
Guild of First Christian Church, name on the outside, but the trol class will be Friday, Novem- to show that low calorie foods can
Forrester's
while you wait.
members name on the inside of ber 6, at 12:00 noon at the Fulton be just as tasty as those foods
— Just about the most handsome $10.00; American Legion Auxili- the gift. Those
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
appointed on the
rich in calories.
ary., $10.00; Supreme Forest
WARD'S
array you have ever seen!
Woodmen Circle, $10.00; and Mrs. entertainment committee for the charge of the program, presented
an
interesting
quiz
on
the
"KenMUSIC SHOP
Nell* Lowe said she felt that the party were Mrs. Lydia Waldrop,
Grisham-Butterworth
South Fulton Baptist Church Mrs. Obera Johnson and Miss Ann tucky Cardinal," the Et&PW state
WE RENT - - - magazine.
Men's Apparel
would give $5.00 a month to the Bennett
RCA and Magnavox
Mn. Kellen& Durbin. secretary,
fund.
The delicious barbequed chicken
Street
Main
Hospital beds
TV and Hi-Fi
was served Tuesday even- read the minutes of the last meetdinner
the
of
charge
in
The
committee
Walter N. Hatfield of West
Baby beds
Clothes Bank fund is composed of ing at 6:30 in the upstairs dining ing and Miss Ouida Jewell, treas- Point. Ky.. died af a heart attack
City
Union
install—
59404
We
TU
Phone
ANTENNAS:
TV
Ron-away beds
room. Members sat at two long urer, gave her report.
Tuesday at 11:30 a. m., after an
trade—repair and move. Get C. H. 'McDaniel, Glenn Walker,
tables, draped in white, with cenMrs. Virginia Stokes gave a re- extended illness. He was the faVacuum Cleaners
(Complete stock)
our prices. We service all makes Mrs. Neils Lowe, Mrs. Patti Mae ter-pieces of lovely
floral arrange- port on the Fall Roundup at Ken- ther of Gene Hatfield of Fulton.
Good selection of records TV. Phone 307. Roper Television Field and Miss Ouida Jewell.
Floor polishers
flanked by lighted candles. lake Hotel recently, which was atMr. Hatfield leaves, besides his
Checks should be mailed to C. ments,
on LP and 45 rpm
H. McDaniel and the funds will The floral arrangements were tended by several local club mem- son, his wife, and a daughter. Mrs.
WADE FURN. CO. Mail orders—Soecial orders
Jane Miller of West Point.
be deposited in a special Clothes from Mac and Faye's Floral Shop, bers.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103
with Mrs. David Phelps in charge
TV SERVICE
Approximately 30 attended the
Funeral arrangements are inBank fund at the Fulton Bank.
dinner-meeting Tuesday night.
complete.
At Tuesday night's meeting, of decorations.
When it's
Pickup and delivery
Mrs. Ann Whitnel had charge of
Mrs. Montelle Tripp read a letReal Estate in Fulton
ter, written by Mrs. Virginia the dinner arrangements and Mist
Gertrude Murphey had charge of
—see—
NEW PICTURE TUBES Karr, chairman of the Public Af- reservations.
For The
to
club,
the
of
fairs
committee
BURROW
CHARLES W.
Following the meal, the group
Senator John Sherman Cooper.
No money down
Phone 61
309 Walnut
recommending Mrs. Nelle Lowe, went to the Terrace Room downShop In Novensben
Monthly terms
138cPW president. for the position stairs for the program and busiof Fulton Postmistress. At the ness session, presided over by Mrs.
Farm Loans
— — Relax in December!
Authorized Motorola and RCA close of the meeting, club mem- Nelle Lowe. president
Conventional Loans
and
Mrs. Montelle Tripp introduced
Service; we repair all makes. bers signed the letter recommendSelect HIS gift now, from our complete line
FHA Loans
ing Mrs. Lowe for the appointive Miss Ann Rogers, who was seoffice,
already
has
she
which
for
real
of
selection
lected
best
Miss
very
Fulton County High
—The
of quality merchandise.
qualified by a Civil Service ex- recently, and her grandmother.
estate for sale at all times 1
amination.
Mrs.
F.
Charles
Stahr.
Miss
Rogers
Cecil
Merryman,
(Garland
Wade)
FREE 66-inch Wall Cabinet with
Grisham-Butterworth Mena' Apparel
A committee was instructed to gave an interesting reading.
purchase of any dinette Suits 215 Main
Phone 126 contact the highway departments Mrs. Harry Allison, who was in
this week_ Wade's Furniture Co.,
In an effort to get a stop light in
Fulton, Ky.
112 Lake, Fulton.
front of the Dan -Cream Sandwich Shop near Carr Institute on
buy it at
West State Line.
CHURCH PEWS—Large stock of
Mrs. Lowe announced that
FREE PARKING!
used pews. New pews $5.50 per
$103.00 had been contributed
foot New wood folding chairs.
local club to the new
Write for catalog and prices. throughatthe
chapel
Western State HospitaL
Huntington-Seating Co., HuntMrs. Martha Scott, who is in
ington, West Virginia.
charge of local collections for the
Furniture Company
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- TB hospital at Madisonville, was
We were much pleased at the great interest shown last Sunday
Across From
Fulton
Church Street
chine and electric floor polish- given a check for $5.00 from the
Coca-Cola Plant
er and electric vacuum clean- 13&PW club.
Other business transacted at the
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
during our "open house" of the Clark modern home, in South Fulton.
Mack Ryan..
meeting were: the club voted not
Phone 35, Church Street
to
for
purchase
flowers
meetings
TURKEY SHOOT SUNDAY. AtCharles Stafford
I AM NOW representing the but .3.7 special occasions; and to
We invite your continued inquiries regarding any service we can
tention trap shooters. Don't
Greenfield Monument Works pay ,25 cents extra above the meal,
miss the trap shoot at Fulton
selection
Complete
WADE'S
SEE
and will appreciate the opor- at dinner-meetings, with 15 cents
Ball Park Sunday, 8 at one o'of Mahogany and Maple Open
provide you.
tunity to show you our beauti- each being used for tip to the
clock. Regulation trap shoot
Sumpter.
Stock Furniture by
ful line of memorials. Tom waitress and 10 cents going into a
rules wil be observed. Turkeys
Featuring solid woods, plate
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
special fund for flowers and other
for prizes. All ladies especially
glass mirrors, dust proof draw
Invited.
that
sofa
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
ers. Wade's Furniture Co., 112 ISN'T THIS a dilly: big
makes a bed, and matching
and automatic models, $139.95
Lake, Fulton.
NOW is the time to get your
chair. Regularly $149.95 value;
and up. Sales and service.
Typewriter and Adding MacCLEVER new tailoring in EdJust $114.95. This suite has
Sennett Electric, Phone 201.
hiae Overhauled. See Cleo
wardian overcoats, $25.95 each. foam cushioning and 100% ny
Peeples, Service Manager of
Handsome pure silk raincoats,
Ion cover. "Trade with Wade THE "SPUTNIK" Landed at
ComCaldeiell
Harvey
The
Wades. 7-piece Living Room
specially priced this month at
and Save." Wade Enurniture
OutOffice
pany, DRIVE-IN
Group. $149.95 with trade.
Real Estate and Insurance
Paschall Street
only $5.95. What a gift one
Phone 55
Company,
Lake
Ful112
Street,
fitters, Phone 674.
Wade's Furniture Company, 112
would make! When in need of
ton.
Lake, Fulton.
men's wear, visit us: The Ed
FOR SALE: 7 room house includwards Store. Mayfield, Ky.
ing hall and bath. 213 Thedford
Street, Fulton. Call 1280-R, Mrs. WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
Nagle.
—We buy white oak standing
timber, custom logs, custom
WE SERVICE air conditioners,
stave and heading bolts. Conhome freezers, refrigerators, gas
tact us for prices and specificaand electric stoves, gas and elecLong Termstions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
tric hot water heaters. gas and
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
-Easy Payments
oil furnaces. We do not service
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7washers or dryers. Call Jones
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
and House Service Company at
466 (Nite_s, emergencies and BIG Reclining Chair Value. 3-inch
holidays call 2169). Bill ClemFoam Rubber, just $49.95. Use
ents is our service man; quick
Wade's Xmas Lay-Away. Wade's
service guaranteed.
Furniture Co., 112 Lake. Fulton.
— — All kinds —
YOUR CHOICE Mattress & MatDON'T MOVE WITHOUT
ching Box Springs, $39.95,
— Crops, buildings,
CALLING COLLECT
$09.95, $89.95, such famous
vehicles, etc. — —
mamas as Simmons. Jamison,
555 FULTON. KY.
National Rose. Wade's Furniture Co.. 112 Lake, Fulton.
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BEAUTIFUL

Weight-Control
Class Friday

PI! TO--

CLASSIFIED ADS

Father Of Local
Man Dies Tuesday

BE EARLY!

.jo

cc
lea
em
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wo
ap;
(45
thu
res
s'Or
•••

——

BEST

M & W Appliances

CLEANEST _

USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

THANK YOU

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

CANNON MEM

FARM LOANS

FARM INSURANCE

FOR THE BEST Deal un Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James Q. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.

CHapel 7-1833

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM

208 Main St.

Phone 5

NOW! USE OUR NEW

DRIVE-IN
WINDOW

TRANSFER CO.

RYTEX "Personalised"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-3

Felten

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. MI% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 160
Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pterce-Ceqtdn
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

Specials at Wade's Used

your order as you sit in the comfort and the privacy

Apartment Size Electric Range

$55.00

Apartment Size Gas Range

$30.00

Full Size Electric Range

$62.50

Nice Maytag Washer

$49.95

Warm Morning Heater

$22.50

Nice Bedroom Suite

$59.95

2 Size Roll-Away Bed
1
/
Living Room Suites, from

$17.50

Odd Coffee Tables, from
Breakfast Table and Chairs

$ 4.50

High Back Rockers

$10.95

Baby Rockers

$ 2.95

9 x 12 Rugs

$ 5.95

$12.50
$22.50

2PRICE
1
Remnants of Rugs — /
5.00

Used Motors
—AT—

Wade's Used Furniture Store
'Trade with Wade and Save"
Phone 478
217 Main Street
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Just drive right up to the window and let us fill
HALLMARK greeting Cards

so!

On.
Bert
en
men
greati

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion

no
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litormfta,

the v.
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byvie

of your automobile!

NOW .... you can stay in your car during rainy weather or cold weather, and make your purchases
quickly and in privacy .... and with no concern about parking! Our new "Drive-In" window — first
of its kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.
Our new "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store, which is located across the street
from the Coca-Cola Plant. •• Ice-Cold Beer •• Cold Wines * * Big selection of all kinds of Liquors

LAKE

Street

mum

STORE

Located across the street
from the Coca-Cola plant
in Fulton

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford
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